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1. Introdution
This paper has its origin in two distint, well-established problems:
that of deteting K
alg
n (X) lasses  espeially indeomposable ones 
in the regulator kernel for X smooth projetive; and that of omputing
the limit of the regulator for a family of suh lasses as X degenerates.
It has beome a sequel to [KLM℄ beause these problems benet from
two dual extensions of the regulator formulas introdued there.
To explain this, we reall the relation between Bloh's higher Chow
groups, K-theory and motivi ohomology
(1.1) CHp(X, n)Q
∼= Kalgn (X)
(p)
Q
∼= H2p−nM (X,Q(p))
forX smooth projetive. For our purposes, the regulator is the absolute
Hodge yle-lass map
(1.2) cX
H
: CHp(X, n)Q
✲ H2p−nH (X,Q(p)),
and [KLM℄ introdued an expliit morphism of omplexes, from yles
to triples of urrents, omputing this. Nontrivial yles Z ∈ ker(cX
H
)
an be studied by spreading out (X,Z 7→ XU ,ZU as in §4.1) and om-
puting c
XU
H (ZU). Here XU is quasi-projetive but still smooth, and so
(1.1), (1.2) still make sense; however, [KLM℄ does not give a map of
omplexes omputing c
H
for quasi-projetive varieties.
This is remedied in §3, whih as a byprodut also yields a formula
for
c
H,Y
: CHp(Y, n) ✲ H2p−n−2H,Y (X,Q(p+ 1))
when Y ⊂ X is a omplete normal rossing divisor (NCD). But this
is the wrong regulator for singular varieties, as far as many arith-
meti appliations or (nite) limits under degeneration are onerned.
Indeed, for general Y
CHp(Y, n) ∼= Gn(Y )(p)Q ∼= HM,B.M.2dY −2p+n(Y,Q(dY − p))
is motivi Borel-Moore homology ; whereas
(1.3) cY
H
: H2p−nM (Y,Q(p)) ✲ H
2p−n
H (Y,Q(p))
is the interesting map. Again, a morphism of omplexes omputing
this  for many types of (omplete) singular and relative varieties 
is the subjet of §§8.1−3. The onstrution involves partially dualizing
that of §3, as well as onsiderably greater tehnial diulties.
Appliations of the seond onstrution get relatively short shrift in
this paper, but §8.4 does ompute (1.3) for higher yles on a degener-
ate ellipti urve and K3 surfae  examples related to irrationality of
ζ(2) and ζ(3), respetively, see [Ke5℄. (The yles atually do deform
2
in eah ase as the variety smooths.) The formulas of §8 are also used
in [DK℄.
On the other hand, almost half the paper (§§4−7) onerns applia-
tions of c
H
for smooth quasi-projetive varieties, to dene and ompute
higher Abel-Jaobi invariants for higher Chow yles
1
(on projetive X)
in the kernel of (1.2). These are, roughly speaking, graded piees of
c
XU
H (ZU) under the Leray ltration for a smooth morphism XU → U (in
the limit as we shrink U). These higher invariants appear in various
guises: in §4, as a generalization of the lassial notion of normal fun-
tions; in §5, as Künneth omponents of the [KLM℄ map; and in §7, as
generalized membrane integrals on X in the spirit of [GG℄ and [Ke1,
se. 11℄.
The atual double-omplex formalism used in the formula for c
H
in
§3, only shows up one in the higher AJ disussion  in §5.2 to prove
a very preise result on nontrivial deomposable yles in the regulator
kernel (Theorem 5.1). These are deteted by omposing the higher AJ 's
with higher residue maps, a feature not present when spreading out
usual algebrai yles. But the most beautiful results on (higher) yles
are to be found in §6, where we prove that ertain regulator-trivial
exterior produts (Theorem 6.2) and Pontryagin produts (Theorem
6.3) of higher Chow yles are strongly indeomposable, i.e not in the
image of
CHp−1(XK , n− 1)⊗K∗ ✲ CHp(XK , n).
The indeomposable higher AJ invariant used to detet these (Theo-
rem 6.1) is an improvement of an earlier invariant of the seond author
[Le2℄, and Theorem 6.3 is likewise a strengthening of a result of Collino
and Fakhruddin [CF℄ whih used [Le2℄.
Setion 2 is partly expository: we show how to ompute HqH(W,Q(p)
(W smooth quasi-projetive) as the ohomology of a double omplex,
then plae a weight ltration on it and ompute the graded piees
(Prop. 2.7). This is all just to lear the runway for §3.
We want this paper (in onjuntion with [KLM℄) to be useful as a
handbook of sorts on various yle-lass maps, so we have attempted a
modular format as far as possible. With the following exeptions, a
well-informed reader an probably start at the beginning of any setion:
§3 depends on §2, §5.2 on §3.1, and §6 and §7 eah on §5.1. Our de-
nition of well-informed inludes familiarity with (or at least referene
to) §§5.1− 5.7 of [KLM℄, whih is used almost everywhere.
1
to be lear: [KLM℄ studied usual AJ on higher yles; [GG, Le1, Ke5℄ studied
higher AJ on usual (algebrai) yles; here we study higher AJ on higher yles,
whih inludes both.
3
1.1. Notation. Here we forewarn the reader of some potentially on-
fusing idiosynraies. Most importantly: yle groups throughout
this paper are automatially ⊗Q, in partiular the higher preyles
Zp(X,m), ZpR(X,m) (see §8.2 for a defnition of the latter). These are
not to be onfused with the topologial C∞ hains resp. yles with
oeients in (2πi)qQ, written Crtop(X
an
C ,Q(q)) resp. Z
r
top(X
an
C ,Q(q)).
Here r refers to real odimension (in ontrast to p). The sheaf of C∞
forms of degree q is denoted ΩqX∞ ; urrents D2dim(X)−qX are the distri-
butions that at on them.
A higher Chow preyle Z ∈ Zp(X,m)
∂B-losed
has rational equiva-
lene lass 〈Z〉 ∈ CHp(X,m) and homologial equivalene lass [Z] ∈
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−n(X,Q(p)). When it is not ruial, we are some-
times lax about the Z ↔ 〈Z〉 distintion.
Given a Hodge struture H, F qhH is dened to be the largest sub-
Hodge struture of H ontained in H ∩ F qHC. If W is smooth quasi-
projetive with good ompatiation W, then for our various y-
le/ohomology groups, an underline denotes the image of the restri-
tion fromW toW: e.g., CHp(W, m) := im{CHp(W , m)→ CHp(W, m)}.
The following is more standard: for a omplex (K•, d), the trunation
τ•≤qK• is K• for • < q, 0 for • > q, and {ker(d) ⊂ Kq} for • =
q. Db() is the bounded derived ategory, and s•() is the simple
omplex assoiated to a double omplex.
1.2. Aknowledgements. This paper was oneived at the May 2005
Antalya Algebra Days in Antalya, Turkey; both authors would like to
thank the organizers for a stimulating atmosphere. We would also like
to thank Donu Arapura for sharing [Ar2℄, and Shuji Saito for helpful
onversations.
2. Absolute Hodge ohomology
Let X be a smooth projetive analyti variety /C, Y = Y1 ∪ · · · ∪
YN ⊂ X a normal-rossing divisor (NCD) with smooth omponents
(and smooth intersetions of all orders), and A ⊆ R a subring suh
that A⊗Z Q is a eld. The prinipal aim of this setion is to produe
expliit omplexes whose ohomologies ompute the absolute A-Hodge
ohomology groups
HqH(X,A(p)), H
q
H(X \ Y,A(p)), HqH,Y (X,A(p))
as dened in [Ja1, se. 2℄. At least half of the setion is expository,
albeit brief and skethy.
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Denition 2.1. [Ja1℄,[BZ℄ A mixed A-Hodge omplex onsists of the
following data:
• A bounded below omplex K•A of A-modules (in the derived
ategory), suh that Hp(K•A) is an A-module of nite type for
all p.
• A bounded below ltered omplex (K•A⊗Q,W ) of A⊗ZQ-vetor
spaes, and an isomorphism K•A⊗Q
∼
✲ K•A ⊗Q in the derived
ategory.
• A biltered omplex (K•C,W, F ) of C-vetor spaes, and a l-
tered isomorphism α : (K•C,W )
∼
✲ (K•A⊗Q,W ) ⊗ C in the
ltered derived ategory.
Further,
• For every m ∈ Z,
GrWmK
•
A⊗Q → (GrWmK•C, F )
is a (polarizable) A ⊗ Q-Hodge omplex of weight m, i.e. the
dierentials of GrWmK
•
C are stritly ompatible with the indued
ltration F , and F indues a pure (polarizable) A ⊗ Q-Hodge
struture of weight m+ r on Hr(GrWmK
•
A⊗Q) for r ∈ Z.
A mixed A-Hodge omplex gives rise to a diagram:
(2.1)
′K•A⊗Q (
′K•C,W )
K•A
α1
<<
yyyyyyyyy
(K•A⊗Q,W )
α2
ffLLLLLLLLLL
β1
88ppppppppppp
(K•C,W, F ),
β2
ggNNNNNNNNNNN
where αj , βj , j = 1, 2, are morphisms of omplexes, α2 being a quasi-
isomorphism, β1 a ltered morphism, and β2 a ltered quasi-isomorphism.
By the work of Deligne and Beilinson, the onstrution of mixed A-
Hodge omplexes is equivalent to the onstrution of mixed A-Hodge
strutures.
Let µ : (M•, dM) → (N•, dN) be a morphism of omplexes. The
one of µ is the omplex:
Cone{M• µ✲ N•} = C•µ := M [1]• ⊕N•,
with dierentialD(a, b) = (−dM(a), µ(a)+dN(b)). The absolute Hodge
ohomology HℓH(K
•) (of a mixed A-Hodge omplex K•) is given by Hℓ
of
(2.2) Cone{K•A⊕Wˆ0K•A⊗Q⊕(Wˆ0∩F 0)K•C (α,β)✲ ′K•A⊗Q⊕Wˆ0′K•C}[−1],
5
where
(α, β) (ξA, ξQ, ξC) = (α1ξA − α2ξQ, β1ξQ − β2ξC) ,
and Wˆ• is the ltration dealée [De2, se. 2℄. More preisely, set
′W • := W−•, Wˆ• := (De
′W )−•, where
(De ′W )ℓKm := ker
{
′W ℓ+mKm
dK
✲
Km+1
′W ℓ+m+1Km+1
}
.
We heneforth assume K•A =
′K•A, K
•
C =
′K•C with α2, β2 identity
maps, and K•A⊗Q = K
•
A ⊗Z Q with α1 the inlusion.
Remark 2.2. Suppose also A = Q, so α1 = identity. In this ase, there
is a quasi-isomorphism
(∗) Cone{Wˆ0K•Q ⊕ F 0Wˆ0K•C
β1−β2
✲ Wˆ0K
•
C}[−1]
≃

Cone{K•Q ⊕ Wˆ0K•Q ⊕ F 0Wˆ0K•C
(α,β)
✲ K•Q ⊕ Wˆ0K•C}[−1]
given by (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) 7→ (ξ1, ξ1, ξ2, 0, ξ3). (The dierential in (∗) isD(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) =
(−dξ1,−dξ2, dξ3+ β1ξ1− β2ξ2).) We refer to (∗) as the normalized AH
omplex. It has an obvious (non-quasi-isomorphi) embedding in the
related Deligne (or weak AH) omplex
Cone
{
K•Q ⊕ F 0K•C
β1−β2
✲ K•C
}
[−1],
whih simply forgets the weights.
We do the basi example for general A, and then restrit to the ase
of Remark 2.2; though we do explain (Remark 2.6) how to extend the
result of the Proposition to arbitrary A.
Example 2.3. (Absolute A-Hodge ohomology of X .) Let
(′K•A =)K
•
A := C(X,A(p))[2p]
• = C2p+•(X,A(p)),
K•A⊗Q := C
2p+•(X,A(p))⊗Z Q,
(′K•C =)K
•
C := D(X)(p)[2p]•,
withK•A⊗Q
β1
✲ K•C given by integration: (2πi)
pγ 7→ (2πi)pδγ . F • is the
Hodge ltration (on D•X , twisted by p); and WrK•··· :=
{
K•··· r ≥ 0
0 r < 0
(the stupid weight ltration) yields e.g.
Wˆ0K
m
A⊗Q = ker
{
W−mK
m
A⊗Q →
Km+1A⊗Q
W−m−1K
m+1
A⊗Q
}
=

KmA⊗Q, m < 0
ker(∂) ⊂ K0A⊗Q, m = 0
0, m > 0
.
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Writing out (2.2) expliitly gives a omplex whih is
C2p+•(X,A(p)) ⊕ C2p+•−1(X,A(p))⊗Z Q
for • > 1,
C2p+1(X,A(p)) ⊕ C2p(X,A(p))⊗Z Q ⊕ {ker(d) ⊂ D2p(X)}
for • = 1,
C2p(X,A(p))⊕ {ker(∂) ⊂ C2p(X,A(p))⊗ZQ} ⊕ {ker(d) ⊂ F pD2p(X)}
⊕C2p−1(X,A(p))⊗Z Q ⊕ D2p−1(X)
for • = 0, and
C2p+•(X,A(p)) ⊕ C2p+•(X,A(p))⊗Z Q ⊕ F pD2p+•(X)
⊕C2p+•−1(X,A(p))⊗Z Q ⊕ D2p+•−1(X)
for • < 0. For q ∈ Z, its qth ohomology is H2p+qH (X,A(p)). This maps
to H2p+qD (X,A(p)) by forgetting all Wˆ0's in the denition of the Cone
omplex; the map is an isomorphism (only) in degrees q ≤ 0.
Now for eah ℓ ∈ N, let Y ℓ denote the union of the ℓ-fold intersetions
of various omponents of Y , so that Y˜ ℓ is their disjoint union. Set
Y 0 = X and Y ℓ = ∅ for ℓ < 0. The proper hyperovering Y˜ • → Y
(together with the inlusion Y →֒ X) leads to double omplexes
D2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i)(p+ i) =: DR(p)i,j , C2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i,Q(p+ i)) =: B(p)i,j
with dierentials Gy (i 7→ i+ 1, see formula in §3) and d resp. ∂ (j 7→
j+1). (Here B, DR stand for Betti, de Rham.) We have assoiated
simple omplexes with total dierential D, weight ltrations (K := B
or DR)
s
kK(p) := ⊕i(≤0)K(p)i, k−i ⊃ ⊕ℓ≤i(≤0)K(p)i, k−i =: (′W )ℓskK(p),
and Hodge ltration
F qskDR(p) := ⊕iF qD2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i)(p+ i) ∼= ⊕iF q+p+iD2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i).
The funtion of these omplexes is to ompute ohomology of X \Y :
H∗(F qs•DR(p)) ∼= F q+pH∗+2p(X\Y,C), H∗(s•B(p)) ∼= H∗+2p(X\Y,Q(p)).
The only nontrivial observation involved in proving this is that
(2.3)
D•(X)∑
j ι
Yj
∗
D•(Yj)[−2] →
D•(X)
D•(onY )(X)
∼= D•(log Y )(X)
is an F •-ltered quasi-isomorphism [Ja1℄, so thatH∗ of [F p of℄ the l.h.s.
omputes [F p]H∗(X \ Y,C). Then one looks at the spetral sequene
7
{Ei,j0 = DR(p)i,j, d0 = Gy} omputing H∗(s•DR(p)); its Ei,j1 = 0 for
i 6= 0, and E0,•1 is the l.h.s. of (2.3) shifted by [2p].
Now we explain briey the funtion of the dealée ltration
(De(′W ))ℓskDR(p) = ker
{
′W ℓ+kskDR(p)
D
✲
s
k+1DR(p)
′W ℓ+k+1sk+1DR(p)
}
=
{
ker(d) ⊂ D2p+2k+ℓ(Y˜ −ℓ−k)(p + k + ℓ)
} ⊕
⊕ℓ+k<i(≤0)D2p+i+k(Y˜ −i)(p+i)
= sk
{
τj≤−ℓDR(p)
i,j
}
.
The usual weight ltration on ohomology is dened by
(2.4)
W2p+k+ℓH
2p+k(X \ Y,C) := ′W−ℓHk(s•DR(p))
:= im{Hk(′W−ℓs•DR(p))→ Hk(s•DR(p))}.
To relate
′W and De(′W ), onsider their assoiated spetral sequenes
(both =⇒ H∗(s•DR(p))), with 0th pages
E i,j0 := Gri′W si+jDR(p) ∼= DR(p)i,j, Eˆ i
′,j′
0 := Gr
i′
De(′W )s
i′+j′DR(p),
and d0 = GrD. The rst is just the Gysin spetral sequene, whih by
[De1℄ degenerates at E2; hene the seond spetral sequene degenerates
at Eˆ1, sine by [De2, se. 2℄ Eˆ−j, i+2jr
∼=
✲ E i,jr+1 ∀ r ≥ 1. So D on
s
•DR(p) is stritly ompatible with De(′W )•, and
(2.5)
Hk
(
De(′W )−ℓ−ks•DR(p)
) ∼=
im{Hk (De(′W )−ℓ−ks•DR(p))→ Hk(s•DR(p))}.
The above ompatibility of spetral sequenes also implies agreement
of the last lines of (2.4) and (2.5). Writing Wˆ0 = De(
′W )0 and spe-
ializing to k = −ℓ, we have shown that
(2.6) Hk
(
Wˆ0s
•DR(p)
) ∼= W2pH2p+k(X \ Y,C).
This argument an be applied also to s
•B(p) and F ∗s•DR(p).
To dene absolute Hodge ohomology, we take our mixed Q-Hodge
omplex K• to be given by
K•Q := s
•B(p) , K•C := s•DR(p),
with W•(=
′ W−•) and F • as above, and β1 given by integration (on
eah Y˜ ℓ).
Denition 2.4. H2p+kH (X \ Y,Q(p)) := HkH(K•).
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This is omputed by the kth ohomology of (∗) in Remark 2.2, or
(2.7)
Cone
{
s
• (τj≤0B(p)) ⊕
[(F 0s•DR(p)) ∩ s•(τj≤0DR(p))]
β1−β2
✲
s
• (τj≤0DR(p))
}
[−1]
= s•H(p)•,•,
where
(2.8)
H(p)i,j :=

0 j > 1
{ker(d) ⊂ D2(p+i)(Y˜ −i)} j = 1{ker(∂) ⊂ C2(p+i)(Y˜ −i,Q(p+ i))}⊕ {ker(d) ⊂ F p+iD2(p+i)(Y˜ −i)}
⊕ D2(p+i)−1(Y˜ −i)
 j = 0
(
C2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i,Q(p + i))⊕ F p+iD2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i)
⊕ D2p+2i+j−1(Y˜ −i)
)
j < 0
has dierentials D (vertial Cone dierential) and Gy (horizontal).
Note that this is 0 for i > 0. Elements of H(p)i,j are always written
(a, b, c), with a, b both zero if j = 1.
Proposition 2.5. The (Gysin) spetral sequene H(p)•,•• assoiated to
H(p)•,• (with H(p)i,j0 := H(p)i,j, d0 := D) onverges to H2p+∗H (X \
Y,Q(p)).
Remark 2.6. This does not in general degenerate at H2; see the proof
of Prop. 2.7 below. It is easy to modify H(p)•,• to ompute H2p+∗H (X \
Y,A(p)) for more general A. Take the 0th olumn to be the omplex
from Example 2.3, omputing H2p+∗H (X,A(p)), and similarly replae
the other olumns by omplexes omputing AH ohomologies of the
Y˜ −i.
The presentation (2.7) of s
•H(p) as a Cone, together with (2.6) (and
variants), leads to a short-exat sequene (s.e.s.)
(2.9)
0→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m−1(X \ Y,Q(p))) α✲ H2p−mH (X \ Y,Q(p))
β
✲ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(X \ Y,Q(p))→ 0.
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There is also a loalization long-exat sequene (l.e.s.)
(2.10)
→ H2p−mH (X,Q(p))→ H2p−mH (X \ Y,Q(p))→ H2p−m+1H,Y (X,Q(p))→
produed as follows. If we dene double omplexes
HY (p)i,j :=
{ H(p)i,j i < 0
0 i ≥ 0 , HX(p)
i,j :=
{ H(p)0,j i = 0
0 i 6= 0 ,
then sHY (p)[−1]•, s•HX(p) = H(p)0,• have respetive kth ohomologies
H2p+kH,Y (X,Q(p), H
2p+k
H (X,Q(p)). The s.e.s. HX(p)•,• ⊂ ✲ H(p)•,• ✲✲
HY (p)•,• of double-omplexes translates to a s.e.s. of omplexes
s
•HX(p) ⊂ ✲ s•H(p) ✲✲ (sHY (p)[−1])[+1]•,
whih produes (2.10).
The spetral sequene of Proposition 2.5 indues a weight ltration
with graded piees GrWj H
2p+i+j
H (X \ Y,Q(p)) ∼= H(p)i,j∞ , whih will
onern us (in a broader ontext) in §3. For now, we show how to
ompute these graded piees. To grease the skids for this endeavor
(and for desribing the AJ map in §3), dene double omplexes
WQ(p)i,j := τj≤0B(p)i,j =

0 j > 0
{ker(∂) ⊂ C2(p+i)(Y˜ −i,Q(p + i))} j = 0
C2p+2i+j(Y˜ −i,Q(p + i)) j < 0
,
W(p)i,j := τj≤0DR(p)i,j, with upward shifts W˜[Q](p)i,j := W[Q](p)i,j−1
(and B˜(p)i,j := B(p)i,j−1). These are eah the 0th page of a spetral
sequene with d0 = vertial dierential. By [De1℄, DR(p)
•,•
• and B(p)•,••
degenerate at the 2nd page; so therefore do the W-spetral sequenes,
with e.g.
W˜Q(p)i,j∞ = W˜Q(p)i,j2 ∼= GrWj−1H2p+i+j−1(X \ Y,Q(p)),
and
W˜Q(p)i,j1 ∼= H2p+2i+j−1(Y˜ −i,Q(p+ i)).
Also note that besides being a sub- double omplex of DR(p)•,•−1,
W˜(p)•,• injets into H(p)•,• by sending ξ ∈ W(p)i,j−1 to (0, 0, ξ) ∈
H(p)i,j. This produes a map of spetral sequenes.
Now write H [k] := H2p+k(X \Y,Q(p)) and onsider the s.e.s. of MHS
with j ≤ 0:
0→ GrWj−1H [k] →
W0
Wj−2
H [k] → W0
Wj−1
H [k] → 0.
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This leads to a l.e.s.:
(2.11)
0→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), W0
Wj−2
H [k]) ⊂ ✲ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), W0
Wj−1
H [k])
δ
[k]
j
✲
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), GrWj−1H
[k])→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W0
Wj−2
H [k]) ✲✲ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W0
Wj−1
H [k])→ 0,
and we set im(δ
[k]
j ) =: Ξ
[k]
j . Note that k = i+ j − 1 =⇒ GrWj−1H [k] ∼=
W˜(p)i,j2 .
Proposition 2.7. For j = 0 we have a s.e.s.
0→ Ext
1
MHS
(Q(0), GrW−1H
[i−1])
Ξ
[i−1]
0
→H(p)i,0∞ → Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H [i])→ 0.
Otherwise,
H(p)i,j∞ ∼=

0, j > 1 (or i > 0)
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), GrW0 H
[i]), j = 1
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),GrWj−1H
[i+j−1])
Ξ
[i+j−1]
j
, j < 0
.
Proof. We rst determine H(p)•,•1 and H(p)•,•2 . Reall that H∗ of
H(p)0,•omputes H2p+∗H (X,Q(p)); it follows easily from this that the
other olumns ompute AH ohomology of the Y˜ −i:
0→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),fWQ(p)i,j1 )→ H2p+2i+jH (gY −i,Q(p+ i))
||
H(p)i,j1
→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0),WQ(p)
i,j
1 )→ 0
NowWQ(p)i,j1 is of pure weight j. Suppose j 6= 0, so that the r.h. term
vanishes and
H(p)i,j1 ∼=
W˜(p)i,j1
F 0W˜(p)i,j1 + W˜Q(p)i,j1
.
The W˜(p)i,j1 are polarized HS's; by semisimpliity, d1-ohomology passes
under the Ext and
(2.12) H(p)i,j2 ∼= Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W˜Q(p)i,j2 ) ✛✛ W˜(p)i,j2 .
On the other hand, for j = 0, the s.e.s. of omplexes
0→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W˜Q(p)•,01 )→H(p)•,01 → Hom
MHS
(Q(0),WQ(p)•,01 )→ 0
yields a d1-ohomology l.e.s.
→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0),WQ(p)i−1,02 )
δ
[i−1]
0
✲ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W˜Q(p)i,02 )→Hi,02
11
→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0),WQ(p)i,02 )
δ
[i]
0
✲ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), W˜Q(p)i+1,02 )→
where we have again used semisimpliity (to pass d1 under Ext and
Hom). Using (2.11), we get a s.e.s.
(2.13)
0→ Ext
1
MHS
(Q(0), W˜Q(p)i,02 )
Ξ
[i−1]
0
α
✲ Hi,02 β✲ Hom
MHS
(Q(0),
W0
W−2
H [i])→ 0.
Now the higher dierentials dℓ (ℓ ≥ 2) are all 0 on W˜(p)•,•• , whih
means that the surjetivity (2.12) extends to the entire map of spetral
sequenes W˜(p)•,•r → H(p)•,•r (r ≥ 2) o the 0th row. Hene the only
nontrivial higher dierentials on H(p)•,•• are the
d−j+1 : Hi+j−1, 0−j+1 →Hi, j−j+1
for j < 0. (For j = 1, the proof is now nished.) Moreover, sine
W˜(p)i,02 → H(p)i,02 fators through, and surjets onto, the l.h. term of
(2.13), we have d2|im(α) = 0 and so d2 fators through β:
Hi,02
d2 //
β
)) ))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
S Hi+2,−12 ∼= Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), GrW−2H
[i])
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), W0
W−2
H [i]).
δ
[i]
−1
OO
Using again (2.11) we get a s.e.s.
0→ Ext
1
MHS
(Q(0),fWQ(p)i,03 )
Ξ
[i−1]
0
α // Hi,03
β3 // Hom
MHS
(Q(0), W0
W−3
H [i])→ 0,
ker(d2) // // ker(δ
[i]
−1)
and iterating the argument ompletes the proof for j = 0. (At ∞, we
have r.h. term Hom
MHS
(Q(0),W0H [i]) = Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H [i]).) This
argument also shows that eah d−j+1 fators
Hi+j−1,0−j+1
d−j+1 //
β−j+1
)) ))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
S
Hi,j−j+1
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), W0
Wj−1
H [i+j−1]),
δ
[i+j−1]
j
OO
so that im(d−j+1) = im(δ
[i+j−1]
j ) = Ξ
[i+j−1]
j and we are done. 
3. The weight-filtered Abel-Jaobi map
Having dispensed with the preliminaries of §2, we are ready to ex-
pliitly desribe the absolute Hodge yle-lass map
cp,mH : CH
p(U,m)→ H2p−mH (U,Q(p))
for smooth quasi-projetive U . We do this rst in terms of a map of
double-omplexes (§3.1), then in §3.2 via generalized membrane inte-
grals. The double-omplex onstrution is then applied in a disussion
of the Beilinson-Hodge onjeture (in §3.3).
3.1. Gysin spetral sequenes and higher residue maps. We
start by laying out a number of omplexes: given a smooth proje-
tive algebrai W/k ⊆ C, set
C•M(W,Q(q)) := Z
q
R(W, 2q − •).
Also writing W for W anC , dene
C•B(W,Q(q)) := C
•
top(W,Q(q)) , C
•
[F ]DR(W,C) := [F
q]D•(W ) ,
C•D(W,Q(q)) := Cone
{
C•top(W,Q(q))⊕ F qD•(W )→ D•(W )
}
[−1]•
= C•top(W,Q(q))⊕ F qD•(W )⊕D•−1(W ) ,
C•H(W,Q(q)) :=

0 , • > 2q + 1
D2qd-l(W ) , • = 2q + 1
Z2qtop(W,Q(q))⊕ F qD2qd-l(W )⊕D2q−1(W ) , • = 2q
C•D(W,Q(q)) , • < 2q
and let K stand for B, DR, FDR, D, H, or M. (The respetive
dierentials ∂top, d, d, D, D, and ∂B are then uniformly denoted dK.)
We have H∗(C•[F ]DR(W,C)) = [F
q]H∗DR(W,C), and for all other K
H∗(C•K(W,Q(q))) ∼= H∗K(W,Q(q)).
Now let Y = ⋃Yi ⊂ X be a NCD (in X smooth projetive/k), YI :=⋂
i∈I Yi, and Yℓ :=
⋃
|I|=ℓYI , so that Y˜ℓ ∼= ∐|I|=ℓYI . (By onvention,
Y0 := X .) In what follows, we exlude K = [F ]DR for uniformity
of notation, though similar results hold. (In partiular, the spetral
sequenes DR(p), FDR(p) would degenerate at the 2nd page.)
Dene (mostly 3rd quadrant) double omplexes
KX\Y(p)a,b0 := C2p+2a+bK (Y˜−a,Q(p + a))
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with vertial dierential dK, horizontal dierential
2
Gy := 2πi
∑
|I|=−a
∑
i∈I
(−1)〈i〉I\{i}(ι
YI⊂YI\{i}
)∗
(〈i〉J :=position in whih i ours in J), and total dierential D :=
dK + (−1)bGy (on the assoiated simple omplex s•K(p)).
Example 3.1. M(p)•,•0 sits in the 3rd quadrant, with upper-right-hand
3× 3 // Zp−2(Y˜2)
Gy
// Zp−1(Y˜1)
Gy
// Zp(X )
// Zp−2(Y˜2, 1)
d
OO
Gy
// Zp−1(Y˜1, 1)
d
OO
Gy
// Zp(X , 1)
d
OO
// Zp−2(Y˜2, 2)
Gy
//
d
OO
Zp−1(Y˜1, 2)
Gy
//
d
OO
Zp(X , 2) .
d
OO
OO OO OO
Taking d0 := dK gives Gysin spetral sequenes K(p)a,br =⇒
(∗=a+b)
H∗(s•K(p)) ∼= H2p+∗K (X \ Y ,Q(p)). (Omitting the 0th olumn would
ompute H2p+∗+1K,Y (X ,Q(p)).) One nds in eah ase K(p)a,b1 ∼=
H2p+2a+bK (Y˜−a,Q(p + a)); and for K = B we have degeneration at
B(p)2(=∞) with B(p)a,b∞ = GrWb H2p+a+b(B) (X \ Y ,Q(p)), where W• is the
weight ltration of Deligne [De1℄. To generalize the weight ltration to
arbitrary K, set W˜js•K(p) := s•K(p)•≥−j, • and dene
W∗+jH
2p+∗
K (X \ Y ,Q(p)) := im
{
H∗(W˜js
•K(p))→ H∗(s•K(p))
}
,
so that GrWb H
2p+a+b
K (X \ Y ,Q(p)) ∼= KX\Y(p)a,b∞ ; in partiular,
KX\Y(p)0,b∞ ∼= H2p+bK (X\Y ,Q(p)) := im
{
H2p+bK (X ,Q(p))→ H2p+bK (X \ Y ,Q(p))
}
(lowest weight). While the Gysin spetral sequenes for K =M,H,D
do not degenerate atK(p)2, forH,D one an show all dr≥2 : K(p)a,b<0r →
K(p)a+r, b−r+1r are zero; preise formulas for the H(p)a,b∞ were worked out
in Prop. 2.7.
More generally and perhaps more usefully, one an map allK∞ terms
to easily desribable targets. First, to ompute HK of Yk \ Yk+1 ∼=
2
ignore the 2πi (in Gy) for K =M.
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Y˜k \
(
Yk+1 ×
Yk
Y˜k
)
(with good ompatiation Y˜k), we an use
(3.1) KYk\Yk+1(q)α,β0 = C2q+2α+βK
(
˜Yk−α ×Yk Y˜k,Q(q + α)
)
.
Now while the quotient double omplexK≤−k(p)a,b :=
{
0 a > −k
K(p)a,b a ≤ −k
(of K(p)a,b0 ) does not ompute H2p+∗K,Yk (X ,Q(p)) for k > 1, it does map
to (3.1). More preisely, there are maps of double omplexes
KX\Y(p)a,b0 ։ K≤−kX\Y(p)a,b0 → KYk\Yk+1(p− k)a+k, b0
induing maps of spetral sequenes, hene of ∞ terms
KX\Y(p)−k,b∞ → KYk\Yk+1(p− k)0,b∞ ∼= H2p−2k+bK (Yk \ Yk+1,Q(p− k)).
This denes higher residue maps
Res−a : GrWb H
2p+a+b
K (X \Y ,Q(p))→ H2p+2a+bK (Y−a\Y−a+1,Q(p+a)),
whih are in general neither injetive nor surjetive. More onretely,
if we let U−a := onneted omponent of Y−a \ Y−a+1, the Res−a
into H2p+2a+bK (U
−a,Q(p + a)) is omputed by taking (−a) suessive
residues along a ag of onneted omponents U i ⊆ Y i \ Y i+1 with
U−a ( U−a−1 ( · · · ( U1 ( U0 = X .
Consider the realization maps (of double omplexes)
M(p)a,b0 →H(p)a,b0 → D(p)a,b0 → B(p)a,b0 ,
with the rst given by sending Z ∈ Zp+aR (Y˜−a,−b) to
(2πi)p+a+b
(
(2πi)−bTZ,ΩZ, RZ
)
, and the latter two obvious. (Here TZ ∈
C2p+2a+btop (Y˜−a,Q(p+a)), ΩZ ∈ F p+aD2p+2a+b(Y˜−a), RZ ∈ D2p+2a+b−1(Y˜−a)
are as in [KLM, se. 5.3-4℄.) By onsidering the indued maps on the
ohomologies of the assoiated simple omplexes, we have W•-ltered
yle-lass maps
cp,mK : CH
p(X \ Y , m) ∼= H2p−mM (X \ Y ,Q(p))→ H2p−mK (X \ Y ,Q(p)),
with graded piees
GrWb c
p,m
K : M(p)−b−m,b∞ → K(p)−b−m,b∞ .
Remark 3.2. If we omit the 0th olumn from the entire onstrution,
we get yle-lass maps
CHp−1(Y , m− 1) ∼= H2p−m+1M,Y (X ,Q(p))→ H2p−m+1K,Y (X ,Q(p))
for ohomology with support on Y .
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Sine M(p)a,b0 = 0 for b > 0, H2p+∗M (X \ Y ,Q(p)) = W0H2p+∗M (X \
Y ,Q(p)). Therefore one onsequene of the above is the existene of a
ommutative diagram (K = H, D, or B)
CHp(X \ Y , m) cK //
Resm

W0H
2p−m
K (X \ Y ,Q(p))
Resm

CHp−m(Ym \ Ym+1) cK // H2p−2mK (Ym \ Ym+1,Q(p−m)).
(Note that CHp−m(Ym \ Ym+1) = CHp−m(Ym \ Ym+1) sine we are in
the ase of algebrai yles.)
Example 3.3. We give a simple appliation of the orresponding dia-
gram for K = DR, whih has upper-r.h. omposition
CHp(X\Y , m) cFDR✲ F pW2pH2p−mDR (X\Y ,C)
Resm
✲ F p−mH2p−2m(Ym\Ym+1,C),
in the ase p = m := n.
The onstrution of [DK℄ produes families of hypersurfaes
Xt
  //

X   //
π

P∆˜ × P1
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
{t}   // P1
in a Tori Fano n-fold P∆˜ (n = 2, 3, 4) with the generi Xt nonsingular,
andX0 a NCD satisfying P∆˜\X0 ∼= (C∗)n (with oordinates x1, . . . , xn).
We set Y := X0 ⊂ X . The hypotheses of [DK℄ Thm. 1 guarantee
the existene of Ξ ∈ CHn(X \ Y , m) restriting to 〈{x1, . . . , xn}〉 ∈
CHn(X ∩ (C∗)n, n). From this we dedue dlogx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dlogxn (= ΩΞ)
is a holomorphi form
3
on X \ Y representing cDR(Ξ), or equivalently
the innitesimal invariant of {cH(Ξ|Xt)} ∈ Γ(U ⊂ P1, Rn−1π∗C/Q(n))
as
F nHn(X \ Y ,C) →֒ Γ(U, Ω1U ⊗ F n−1Rn−1π∗C).
Sine Resn(
∧n
dlogxi) ∈ H0(Yn = ∐pts.,C) is obviously nonzero, we
get generi nontriviality of 〈Ξ|Xt〉 ∈ CHn(Xt, n).
3.2. Generalization of the Griths presription. The omposi-
tion of cH with β from (2.9) yields the fundamental lass map
cl : CHp(X \ Y , m)→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(X \ Y ,Q(p)));
3
The assertion is that the pullbak of
∧n
i=1 dlogxi from (C
∗)n to X ∩{(C∗)n×P1}
extends to a holomorphi form on X \X0 × {0}. In fat X \ {X ∩ ((C∗)n × P1)} =
(D × P1) ∪ (Y = X0 × {0}), but ΩΞ an have no residues along D × P1.
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we write cl(ξ) =: [ξ]. The term Abel-Jaobi map refers either to cH
or its restrition
AJ : CHphom(X\Y , m)→ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m−1(X\Y ,Q(p))) =: Jp,m(X\Y)
to ker(cl). An interesting onsequene of Prop. 2.7 is that cl fators
through H(p)−m,0∞ (via GrW0 cH), so that its kernel CHphom(X \Y , m) ⊇
W−1CH
p(X \ Y , m).
We shall be interested in these maps when X π✲ S is the k-spread
of a projetive variety X (dened over a eld extension of k), and
Y = π−1(D) for D a divisor in S. Relevant for the appliation is an
extension of the arithmeti Bloh-Beilinson onjeture to higher Chow
groups of smooth projetive varieties.
Conjeture 3.4. [BBC℄ For all smooth projetive X /Q¯, Y = ∅, the
cp,mH are injetive (∀p,m).
For nonempty Y (NCD/Q¯), BBC together with the Hodge onjeture
implies injetivity of the cp,mH (quasi-projetive BBC), and even of
the GrWb c
p,m
H . While injetivity generally fails for (X ,Y dened over)
k ⊆ C of higher transendene degree, one might ask whether cp,mH is
still stritly ompatible with W•; this seems to be a diult problem.
Now we desribe an approah to AJ to be used in §4. First, dene
′C•H(W,Q(q)) ⊂ C•H(W,Q(q)) (W as above) to be the subomplex
onsisting of triples of the form (0, ∗, ∗) (no Ctop's). It maps quasi-
isomorphially to
C•I(W,Q(q)) :=
 0, • > 0D2qd-l(W )/F qD2qd-l(W ), • = 0D•(W )/F qD•(W ), • < 0 .
Writing I˜
X\Y
(p)a,b0 := C
2p+2a+b−1
I (Y˜
−a,Q(p+ a)), we have
H∗(s•I˜(p)) ∼= W2pH
2p+∗−1
DR (X \ Y ,C)
F pW2pH
2p+∗−1
DR (X \ Y ,C)
and
(3.2)
H−m(s•I˜(p))
H−m(sWQ(p)[−1]•)
∼= Jp,m(X \ Y).
A lass ξ ∈ CHphom(X \ Y , m) has a D-losed representative Z• ∈
s
−mM(p); this is sent to4 (2πi)p−m((2πi)m+•TZ• ,ΩZ• , RZ•) ∈ s−mH(p)
by [KLM℄, where (2πi)p+•TZ• = D{(2πi)p+•Γ•} for {(2πi)p+•Γ•} ∈
s
−m−1WQ(p). The triple is hanged by D-oboundary to
4
here • = i indexes entries along the (−m)th diagonal.
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(2πi)p−m(0,ΩZ• , RZ• + (2πi)
m+•δΓ•), then projeted to D-losed
(2πi)p−m{RZ• + (2πi)m+•δΓ•} ∈ s−mI˜(p), whih yields the lass AJ(ξ)
in (3.2) diretly. This is used in §4.
Given an algebrai yle Z hom≡ 0 on a smooth projetive variety X ,
the lassial Griths presription ([Gr℄, or see [Le3, 12.12℄) omputes
AJ(Z) by integrating suitable test forms over a topologial membrane
bounding on Z. With the last desription of AJ(ξ), it is easy to gen-
eralize this. Dene a new double omplex Ω(p)i,j := Ω
2n−2p−j+1
(
g
Y−i)∞
(Y˜−i)
(n = dimX ) with dierentials I : Ω(p)i,j → Ω(p)i−1,j (dual to Gy, see
§8.1), and d : Ω(p)i,j → Ω(p)i,j−1. Letting urrents at on C∞ forms
(and multiplying the result by (2π
√−1)−i) indues pairings∫
: F n−p+1Ω(p)i,j ⊗ I˜(p)i,j → C,
well-dened sine dim(Y˜−i) = n + i. These extend by summing along
the diagonal to
(3.3)
∫∑
: s−mF
n−p+1Ω(p)•,• ⊗ s−mI˜(p)•,• ✲ C,
then by taking ohomology to the perfet pairing
F n−p+1H2n−2p+m+1((X ,Y),C)⊗ H
2p−m−1(X \ Y ,C)
F p
✲ C.
By forgetting weights, Jp,m(X \ Y) maps to the Deligne Jaobian
J
p,m
D (X\Y) :=
H2p−m−1(X \ Y,C)
F pH2p−m−1(X \ Y,C) +H2p−m−1(X \ Y,Q(p))
∼=
{H−m(s•F
n−p+1Ω(p))}∨
imH−m(s• eB(p)) ,
and the image of AJ(ξ) is just the funtional on test forms ω• ∈
s−mF
n−p+1Ω(p) given by
∫
Σ against the generalized membrane
(2πi)p−m{RZ• + (2πi)m+•δΓ•}.
Example 3.5. The ase of algebrai yles (m = 0) on X \ Y , where
Y ⊂ ι✲ X is a smooth divisor, is already entertaining. Fix n(= dimX ) =
5, and let 〈Z〉 ∈ CH3hom(X \Y). Clearly Z ∈ Z3(R)(X ) gives an element
of s
0M
X\Y
(3) representing 〈Z〉. Sine [Z] = 0 inHom
MHS
(Q(0), H6(X\
Y ,Q(3))), there exist
Γ ∈ C5top(X ,Q(3)), γ ∈ C4top(Y ,Q(2)); Ξ ∈ F 3D5(X ), ξ ∈ F 2D4(Y)
s.t. ∂Γ + (2πi)ι∗γ = (2πi)
3Z, dΞ + (2πi)ι∗ξ = (2πi)3δZ . (In fat,
Γ, Ξ determine γ, ξ.) This yields an element {(γ, ξ, 0), (Γ,Ξ, 0)} ∈
s
−1H
X\Y
(3), while the double-omplex AJ applied to Z gives
(2πi)3(Z, δZ , 0) ∈ s0HX\Y (3). Adding D of the former to the latter gives
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{(0, 0, δγ − ξ), (0, 0, δΓ − Ξ)}, so we have {δγ − ξ, δΓ − Ξ} 7→ {δγ, δΓ} ∈
s
0I˜
X\Y
(3).
Now set
V :=
{(ω, η) | ω ∈ F 3Ω5X∞(X )d-l, η ∈ F 3Ω4Y∞(Y), ι∗ω = dη}
{(−dα, ι∗α− dβ) | α ∈ F 3Ω4X∞(X ), β ∈ F 3Ω3Y∞(Y)}
∼= H0(s•F 3Ω(3)) ∼= F 3H5((X ,Y),C) ,
WQ :=
{(τ, σ) | τ ∈ C5top(X ,Q(3)), σ ∈ Z4top(Y ,Q(2)), (2πi)ι∗β = ∂τ}
{(−∂ε + 2πiι∗ϕ,−∂ϕ) | ε ∈ C4top(X ,Q(3)), ϕ ∈ C3top(Y ,Q(2))}
∼= H0(s•B˜(3)) ∼= H5((X ,Y),Q(3)).
Using (3.3), {δγ, δΓ} gives a funtional on V by
(ω, η) 7−→
∫
Γ
ω + (2πi)
∫
γ
η.
(Note that if γ is algebrai, then
∫
γ
η = 0; but to arrange this in general
requires the Hodge onjeture.) This funtional yields an element of
J3,0D (X \Y) ∼= V
∨
imWQ
whih depends only on 〈Z〉 and not on the hoies
of Γ, Ξ, et.
3.3. Higher Hodge onjeture. For X smooth projetive and de-
ned over a subeld k of C, the HC (Hodge Conjeture) states that
clp,0 : CHp(X(k)) → Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p(XanC ,Q(p))) should be surje-
tive. Beilinson [Be℄ and Jannsen [Ja2℄ made a predition extending this
to all p,m and beyond the projetive setting, provided the variety is
arithmeti (k ⊆ Q¯).
Conjeture 3.6. For U/Q¯ smooth quasiprojetive,
clp,mU : CH
p(U,m)→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(UanC ,Q(p)))
is surjetive.
To show that this is reasonable, we relate it to the extended Bloh-
Beilinson onjeture BBC (Conj. 3.4). The next result, due to M. Saito
[SaM4℄ (by a somewhat less diret indutive proof), pops right out of
the mahinery of §§2, 3.1.
Proposition 3.7. Conjeture 3.6 follows from HC and BBC.
Proof. Let X /Q¯ be a good ompatiation of U , i.e. Y := X \ U is a
NCD (also dened /Q¯). Let
R˜es
k
: WbH
2p−k+b
K (X \ Y ,Q(p)) ✲✲ K(p)−k,b∞
be the natural map. Consider the diagram
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CHp(X \ Y , m) cH //
gResm
cl
**
W0H
2p−m
H (X \ Y ,Q(p))
gResm{⋂
i≥2 ker(di) ⊆MX\Y (p)−m,02
}
KLM
formula
//
{⋂
i≥2 ker(di) ⊆ HX\Y (p)−m,02
}

Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(X \ Y ,Q(p)))
{⋂
i≥1 ker(δ
[−m]
1−i ) ⊆ (∗)
}
where δ
[−m]
j is dened in §2 and (∗) =
Hom
MHS
(Q(0),B
X\Y
(p)−m,02 )
∼= ker{Gy : Hg
p−m(Y˜m)→ Hgp−m+1(Y˜m−1)}
im{Gy : Hgp−m−1(Y˜m+1)→ Hgp−m(Y˜m)}
.
(We have made use of the proof of Prop. 2.7. Note that Hgq(Y ) :=
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2q(Y,Q(q))).) Also onsider
CHp−m(gYm) Gy=d1 //
clp−m

c
p−m
H
((
CHp−m+1(Y˜m−1)
clp−m+1

c
p−m+1
H
ww
Hgp−m(gYm) Gy // Hgp−m+1(Y˜m−1)
H
2(p−m)
H (
gY m,Q(p−m)) Gy=d1 //
OOOO
H
2(p−m+1)
H (Y˜
m−1,Q(p−m+ 1))
OOOO
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),H2p−2m−1(gYm,Q(p-m))) Gy //?
OO
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),H2p−2m+1(Y˜m−1,Q(p-m+1)))
?
OO
By the HC, there exists (with n = dim(X)) Γ ∈ CHn−m(Y˜m−1 × Y˜m)
induing an inverse of Gy : H2p−2m−1(Y˜m) → H2p−2m+1(Y˜m−1) on its
image, and the 0-map in other degrees.
Given ξ ∈ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(X \ Y ,Q(p))), let ξ˜ be a lift to
ker(Gy) ⊆ Hgp−m(Y˜m). By HC for clp−m, we have W ∈ CHp−m(Y˜m)
with clp−m(W) = ξ˜. One easily heks that cp−m+1H of W˜ := W −
Γ∗Gy(W) lies in ker(Gy). By BBC for c
p−m+1
H , so does W˜ itself. (Of
ourse, still clp−m(W˜) = ξ˜.)
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Now ξ˜ ∈ ⋂i≥1 ker(δ[−m]1−i ) ⊂ (∗) =⇒ cp−mH (W˜) ∈ ⋂i≥1 ker(di), again
using the proof of Prop. 2.7. So for i ≥ 2, we have
c
p−m+i, i−1
H (di(W˜)) ∈ im
(
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),H2p−2m+i−2(Y˜m−i+1,Q(p−m+ i− 1)))
Gy
✲ Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),H2p−2m+i(Y˜m−i,Q(p−m+ i)))
)
.
Let Γi be an algebrai yle inverse to Gy as above; then writing d˜i(W˜)
for a representative (of di(W˜)) in CH
p−m+i(Y˜m−i, i − 1), cH{d˜i(W) −
Gy(Γi
∗
d˜i(W˜))} = 0. Using BBC (for cp−m+i, i−1
H,Y˜m−i
) gives d˜i(W˜) ∈ im(Gy =
d1) =⇒ di(W˜) = 0. Hene W˜ survives to ∞, and is GrW0 of a lass in
CHp(X \ Y , m). 
Remark 3.8. One ase where HC and BBC are atually true in all
plaes they are used (in the above proof), is where X and all irreduible
omponents of eah Yj are rational.
If (say) Y is not dened over Q¯, it is easy to onstrut ounterexam-
ples to the Conjeture.
Example 3.9. Let V/Q¯ ⊂ P3 be a smooth hypersurfae of degree at
least 4, with P ∈ V (Q¯), and Q ∈ V (C) very general. Let LP and LQ
be disjoint lines through P and Q (resp.) interseting V transversely.
(Note that LQ annot be dened /Q¯.) We laim the yle-lass maps
(3.4) CH2(V \ {P,Q}, 1)→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H3(V \ {P,Q},Q(2)))
(3.5)
CH3(P3\V ∪LP ∪LQ, 2)→ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H4(P3\V ∪LP ∪LQ,Q(3)))
are not surjetive. Consider the blow-ups
βV : BP∐Q(V ) =: V˜ ✲✲ V, βP : BLQ∐LP (P
3) =: P˜3 ✲✲ P3,
with (resp.) exeptional divisors ℓP∐ℓQ and SP∐SQ; set ′V˜ := β−1P (V ).
For (3.4), let X = V˜ , Y = ℓP ∐ ℓQ(= Y˜1); take ξ˜ ∈ Hg1(Y) to be the
lass of a dierene of points (-pt. on ℓP , +pt. on ℓQ). Then in fat
ξ˜ ∈ ker{Gy = d1 : H2H(Y ,Q(1)) → H4H(X ,Q(2))}, so ξ˜ determines a
lass in the r.h.s. of (3.4). But any Z ∈ CH1(Y) with cl1(Z) = ξ˜ has
(βV )∗Gy(Z) = Q − P ∈ CH2(VC) whih is /
rat≡ 0; so d1(Z) /≡ 0 and Z
annot be GrW0 of a lass in the l.h.s. of (3.4).
For (3.5), take
′X = P˜3, ′Y = ′V˜ ∪Sp∪SQ =⇒ ′Y˜1 = ′V˜ ∐SP ∐SQ,
′Y˜2 = disjoint union of lines on ′V˜ (inluding ℓP , ℓQ). Our ξ˜ from above
maps to a
′ξ˜ ∈ Hg1(′Y˜2) ∼= H2H(′Y˜2,Q(1)), Gy (= d1) of whih is 0 in
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H4H(
′Y˜1,Q(2)) ∼= Hg2(′Y˜1). Moreover, d2 maps ′ξ˜ to
H5H(
′X ,Q(3))
Gy{H3H(′Y˜1,Q(2))}
∼= H
4(′X ,C/Q(3))
Gy{H2(′Y˜1,C)}
= 0;
so we get a lass in the r.h.s. of (3.5). But d1 = Gy of any
′Z ∈
CH1(′Y˜2) with cl1(′Z) = ′ξ˜, maps to Q− P ( /rat≡ 0) under
CH2(′Y˜1) restrit✲ CH2(′V˜ ) (βP|′V˜ )∗✲ CH2(VC);
so one again we are done.
3.4. Coniveau ltration. To onlude this setion we mention an al-
ternative approah to sequential residue maps on H2p+∗K (X \ Y ,Q(p)).
While the Gysin/weight setup above has the highest-odimension residue
dened rst, the approah via oniveau reverses this (so that odim.-1
residues are dened rst). The drawbak is that what follows is valid
only for K =M,D, and B (not H).
Dene
NkC2p+∗K (X ,Q(p)) :=
im
{
(2πi)kι
fYk
∗
: C2p−2i+∗K (Y˜ i,Q(p− i))→ C2p+∗K (X ,Q(p))
}
;
taking
′K(p)a,b0 := GraNC2p+a+bK (X ,Q(p)) , d0 := (GraN)dK
then yields (4th quadrant) spetral sequenes with
′K(p)a,b1 ∼= H2p−a+bK (Ya \ Ya+1,Q(p− a)) ,
′K(p)a,b∞ ∼= GraNH2p+a+bK (X ,Q(p)).
The higher dierentials dr on
′K(p)a,br then yield the desired residue
maps
′Resr :
{
ker(′Resr−1) ⊆ H2p+bK (X \ Y ,Q(p))
}
→
{
subquotient of
H2p+b−2k+1K (Yr \ Yr+1,Q(p− r))
}
with
⋂
ker(′Resr) = H2p+bK (X \ Y ,Q(p)). The ′Resr have been studied
for K =M,D (in a speial ase) in [Ke4℄.
It is intriguing to ompare the length of the ltration by their ker-
nels to that of the weight ltration of §3.1. To determine that an
element of CHp(X \ Y , m) omes from CHp(X , m), one must hek
the vanishing of m higher R˜es
k
maps (see §3.3) or [p − m
2
] (where
[·] =greatest-integer funtion) higher ′Resr maps.
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4. Higher normal funtions
The next two setions desribe our take on higher Abel-Jaobi maps
for higher Chow groups  invariants that detet yles in the regulator
(or AJ) kernel. Here we will adopt the formalism of M. Saito's mixed
Hodge modules [SaM2℄, while §5 (whih is more omputational) re-
verts to absolute Hodge ohomology in a speial (but broadly applia-
ble) ase.
4.1. Spreads and the Leray ltration. We rst reall the rela-
tionship between these, for W (dened over k ⊂ C) a smooth quasi-
projetive variety; for us MHM(W ) will always meanMHM(WC). There
is an equivalene of ategories between MHM(pt.) and graded-polarizable
mixed Hodge strutures (PMHS), so that push-forward along the stru-
ture morphism a
W
: WC → SpeC yields (aW )∗ : MHM(W )→ DbPMHS
satisfyingH i(a
W
)∗QW (p) ∼= H i(W,Q(p)). WritingH0 := H2p−m(W,Q(p)),
H−1 := H2p−m−1(W,Q(p)), we have a diagram with short-exat rows:
(4.1)
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H−1) H2p−mH (W,Q(p))
W0H
−1
C
F0W0H
−1
C
+W0H−1
// Ext2p−m
DbMHS
(Q(0), (a
W
)
∗
Q
W
(p)) // Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H0)
W−1H
−1
C
{F0W0H
−1
C
+W0H−1}∩W−1H
−1
C
//
?
OO
Ext2p−m
DbPMHS
(Q(0), (a
W
)
∗
Q
W
(p)) //
?
OO
Hom
PMHS
(Q(0), H0)
Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0), H−1) Ext2p−m
MHM(W )
(Q
W
(0),Q
W
(p))
(∗)
where (*) follows from Q
W
(0) = (a
W
)
∗
Q(0) and adjointness of (a
W
)
∗
,
(a
W
)∗ . There is then a yle-lass map (desribed in [As℄)
cW
MHM
: CHp(W,m)→ Ext2p−m
MHM(W )
(Q
W
(0),Q
W
(p))
fatoring cH (as dened in §3, thinking of W as having a good om-
patiation).
Next, we briey revisit the approah to spreads disussed in [Ke2℄.
Begin with the following data:
• elds k ⊂ K ⊂ C, k algebraially losed and K/k nitely gen-
erated of transendene degree t;
• a smooth projetive variety X dened /K, of dimension d; and
• a higher Chow (pre)yle Z ∈ Zp(X(K), m) with ∂BZ = 0.
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The theory of spreads then provides:
• a smooth projetive variety S /k, with an isomorphism k(S)→
K; and pg : SpeK → S the orresponding generi point.
(Clearly dimk S = t.) Denote by U ⊂ S any ane Zariski-
open subvariety dened /k.
• X smooth projetive and π : X → S projetive, both dened
/k, s.t. X = X ×pg SpeK. Write π−1(U) =: XU .
• Z¯ ∈ Zp(X , m) with Z = Z¯ ×pg SpeK, and some U0 ⊂ S (as
above) s.t. ZU0 := Z¯|XU0 is ∂B-losed. [Note: by Z¯ we do not
neessarily mean the Zariski losure, though that would be one
possible hoie.℄
Remark 4.1. It is possible that none of the many hoies of Z¯ is ∂B-
losed; on the other hand, if suh a hoie (with ∂BZ¯ = 0) does exist,
we all it a omplete k-spread of Z. Existene or nonexistene of a
omplete spread depends only on the lass of Z in CHp(X(K), m).
To get rid of ambiguities (i.e., the nonuniqueness of X , S, Z¯, et.),
we take the limit over U ⊂ S (U as above): ηS := lim←−U , Xη :=
lim←−XU . These have preise meaning only under a ontravariant funtor
to abelian groups,
5
e.g.
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), Ha(ηS , R
bπ∗Q(p))) := lim−→
U
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), Ha(U,Rbπ∗Q(p))),
H∗
DR
(Xη,C) := lim−→
U
H∗(D•((XU)anC )),
CHp(Xη, m) := lim−→
U
CHp(XU , m)
∼=
p
∗
g
✲ CHp(X,m).
The k-spread Z of Z is just the restrition of ZU0 to Zp(Xη, m); writing
s := (p
∗
g)
−1
, the lass 〈Z〉 ∈ CHp(Xη, m) (frequently denoted just Z) is
then s 〈Z〉. Note that the omplex points of S that survive in the limit
over U are the very general points (of maximal transendene degree),
orresponding to the various embeddings of k(S) into C.
The spetral sequene
(4.2) Ei,j2 := Ext
i
MHM(ηS )
(
Qη(0), H
jπ∗QXη (p)
)
omputing
(4.3)
Ext2p−m
MHM(Xη)
(
Q
Xη
(0),Q
Xη
(p)
) ∼= Ext2p−m
DbMHM(ηS )
(
Qη(0), π∗QXη (p)
)
5
the resulting diret limits are exat in Ab.
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degenerates at E2 sine π is proper; so the resulting Leray ltration L•
on (4.3) has GriL(4.3)
∼= Ei,2p−m−i2(=∞) . Set LiCHp(X,m) := (cXηMHM ◦s)−1Li,
so that c
Xη
MHM
indues
cX,i
MHM
: GriLCH
p(X,m) ⊂ ✲ Exti
MHM(ηS )
(Qη(0), H
2p−m−iπ∗QXη (p)).
The ltration on CHp(X,m) stabilizes Li = Li+1 ∀i ≥ min{t + 2, p +
1} by a standard argument (using relative hard Lefshetz for Xη →
ηS , see [Ke1℄ or [Le1℄). If k = Q¯ then the quasi-projetive BBC
of §3.2 implies that cXηH , hene cXηMHM , is injetive; so L• (onjeturally)
stabilizes at {0}, hene should be viewed as a andidate Bloh-Beilinson
ltration.
Remark 4.2. Note that this is essentially the ltration desribed in [As℄,
exept without the limit over all K ⊆ C nitely generated over k (and
ontaining the minimal eld of denition of X, Z).
A seond spetral sequene (for the struture morphism aη : ηS →
Spek) yields short-exat sequenes Ei,j∞
⊂ ✲ Ei,j∞
pi,j
✲✲ Ei,j
∞
where
Ei,j∞ = Ext
1
PMHS
(Q(0), H i−1(ηS , Rjπ∗Q(p))),
Ei,j
∞
= Hom
(P)MHS
(Q(0), H i(ηS , Rjπ∗Q(p))).
(Arapura [Ar2℄ has proved that the MHS on H i(U,Rjπ∗Q(p)) arising
from Saito's theory agrees with the natural MHS oming from his
geometri denition [Ar1℄ of the Leray ltration on H∗(XU ,Q(p)).) In
partiular, the [Z]i := p
i,2p−m−i(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) are just Leray graded piees
of the fundamental lass [Z] ∈ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m(Xη,Q(p))). Both
are obviously (well-)dened (given 〈Z〉) without reourse to any of the
theory just disussed (exept spreads).
4.2. A geometri onstrution: the Λ-ltration. We now propose
a notion of higher normal funtions having the [Z]i as topologial in-
variants, whih arose from an attempt to extend Arapura's geometri
approah to Leray to absolute Hodge ohomology. The denition does
not use MHM, and leads to a more onrete desription of L•.
Reall that a omplex subvariety TC ⊂ SC is alled very general if no
rational funtion f ∈ Q¯(S)∗ has f |TC ≡ 0. Equivalently, the minimal
eld of denition L(⊂ C) of T has trdeg(L/k) = odimS(T ); T always
means TL, and ηT := lim←−V over V ⊂ T ane Zariski open /L. Write
π (by abuse of notation) for the proper morphism XηT → ηT , and S[i]
for the set of (i− 1)-dimensional very general subvarieties of S(C).
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Denition 4.3. If [Z]0 = · · · = [Z]i−1 = 0, the ith higher normal
funtion
νiZ : S[i]→
∐
T ∈S[i]
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H2p−m−1(XηT ,Q(p)))
assoiated to Z, is given by νiZ(T ) := AJ(Z|XηT ).
Remark 4.4. This an be higher in two senses (i > 1 and m > 0). If
i = 1 and m = 0, ν1Z is essentially a lassial normal funtion, restrited
to ηS(C) = lim←−U(C) = S[1].
To see that this is well-dened, note that π : Xη → η(= ηT or ηS)
is proper and smooth, so that Ea,b2 = H
a(η, Rbπ∗Q(p)) onverges at
E2 and the (anonial) Leray ltration has Gr
a
LH
a+b(Xη,Q(p)) = Ea,b2,η.
If [Z]a ∈ Ea,2p−m−a2,ηS vanishes for 0 ≤ a ≤ i − 1, then so do [Z|XηT ] ∈
Ea,2p−m−a2,ηT , while E
a,2p−m−a
2,ηT
= 0 for a ≥ i (as dim(ηT ) = i − 1 and ηT
is a limit of anes); hene [Z|XηT ] = 0 and AJ is dened.
Moreover, we have (nonanonially) H∗(Xη,Q(p)) ∼= ⊕a+b=∗Ea,b2,η as
MHs (with Lq = ⊕a≥q), so that all Lq+1 → Lq → GrqL split and
LaExt1
MHS
(Q(0), Ha+b(Xη,Q(p))) := Ext1
MHS
(Q(0),LaHa+b)
satisesGraL
∼= Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), Ea,b2,η) =: Ea,b2,η . If T ′ ⊂ T is a (very general)
hyperplane setion, onsider θn : Hn(XηT ,Q(p)) → Hn(XηT ′ ,Q(p)),
with θa,b := GraLθ
a+b : Ea,b2,ηT → Ea,b2,ηT ′ injetive for a ≤ i − 2 (=
dim(T ′)). If also 2a + b < 2p, then weights of Ea,b2,ηT are < 0, so that
Hom
MHS
(Q(0), oker(θ)) = 0 and Ea,b2,ηT ⊂Ext1(θa,b)✲ E
a,b
2,ηT ′
. In partiular,
if i ≤ m + 2, then Ext1(θa,2p−m−a−1) is injetive for 0 ≤ a ≤ i − 2,
while Ea,2p−m−a−12,ηT (resp. Ea,2p−m−a−12,ηT ′ ) is 0 for a ≥ i(resp. i − 1); thus
ker(Ext1(θ2p−m−1)) ∼= E i−1,2p−m−i2,ηT . This proves (a) of
Proposition 4.5. Assume [Z]0 = · · · = [Z]i−1 = 0.
(a) If νi−1Z = 0 and i ≤ m+ 2, then νiZ fators through∐
T ∈S[i]
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H i−1(ηT , R2p−m−1π∗Q(p)));
(b) If νiZ = 0, then [Z]i = 0. In fat, [Z]i is the topologial invariant
of νiZ (to be dened below).
Assuming (b), we an use the normal funtions to dene a ltration
Λ• without referene to vanishing of the {[Z]i}.
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Denition 4.6. Set Λ0CHp(X,m) = CHp(X,m), Λ1CHp(X,m) =
CHphom(X,m) (Λ
0 = Λ1 if m > 0), and
ΛiCHp(X,m) :=
{
Z ∈ CHphom(X,m) | ν1s(Z) = · · · = νi−1s(Z) = 0
}
.
To failitate the proof of (b), we restrit the domains of the {νiZ}.
Choose nested very general hyperplane setions (SC ))T 1C ) T 2C )
· · · ) T t−1C , with T j of odimension j and minimal eld of denition Lj .
These satisfy k ( L1 ( L2 ( · · · ( Lt−1 ( K with trdeg(Lj/k) = j.
One an show that there exist smooth ane varieties and morphisms
M0 Mt
(S )U? _oo ρ1 //
ρ2
##
ρt−1
22M1 ρ12 //M2 // · · · //Mt−1 // Spe(k)
dened /k (with dim(Mj) = t − j, k(Mj) ∼= Lj), suh that bers of
eah ρj are ane j-dimensional (multiple-)hyperplane setions of U .
(In partiular, (T j∩U)C = ρ−1j (qj) for some very general qj ∈Mj(C).)
Denote the restrition ηS → ηMj of ρj by ρηj . Given µ ∈ Mj, write
Tµ := ρ−1j (µ), and set Hµ := H2p−m−1(XηTµ ,Q(p)).
The restrited normal funtion
ν¯iZ : ηMi−1(C)→
∐
µ∈ηMi−1 (C)
Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), Hµ)
still learly satises Prop. 4.5(a) (this will be important later). Dene
a loal system on ηMi−1 with stalks W0Hµ by Hi := W0R
2p−m−1(ρηi−1 ◦
π)∗Q(p), and set Hi := Hi ⊗ OηMi−1 ; take Fi ⊂ Hi to be the subsheaf
with stalks F pW2pH
2p−m−1(XηTµ ,C), and
Fi := ker
{
Hi → HiFi
}
, Ji := oker
{
Hi
Fi
⊂ ✲
Hi
Fi
}
.
Here Ji has stalks J p,m(XηTµ ), F is a VMHS of pure type (0, 0) (sine its
stalks are Hom
MHS
(Q(0), Hµ)), and ν¯iZ may be viewed as a holomorphi
setion of Ji. Applying the onneting homomorphism
H0(ηMi−1 ,Ji)
δ
✲ H1
(
ηMi−1 ,
Hi
Fi
)
gives the topologial invariant δν¯iZ.
Thinking of ηM as some suiently small ane V ⊂ Mi−1 (in the
limit), over it with analyti balls Vα. Notie that
Hi
Fi
∼= R−m(ρηi−1 ◦
π)∗s
•I˜
(XηS /ηMi−1)
(p), so that we an apply the version of AJ via (3.2)
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ontinuously berwise over eah Vα to get a setion (omitting the •)
(2πi)p−m
{
Rα,µ + (2πi)
mδΓα,µ
}
, where Rα,µ = RZ|XηTµ
, ∂Γα,µ = TZ|XηTµ
.
Over Vα ∩ Vβ, these dier by only (2πi)pδΓα,µ−Γβ,µ (whih are rational
yles); hene we get a Ceh oyle in H1(ηM,H/F), and this is δν¯iZ.
Now the fundamental lass [Z] is given by (2πi)pTZ, whih (bered by
ρηi−1◦π) gives a trivial setion6 ofHi ∼= R−m(ρηi−1◦π)∗s•WQ,(XηS /ηMi−1 )(p)
and thus maps to some [Z] ∈ W0H1(ηMi−1 ,Hi). (This is by Leray for
ρηi−1◦π; while the relevant s.s. doesn't degenerate at E2, the E1,∗∞ terms
injet into E1,∗2 .) This [Z] is alulated by bounding the bers TZ|XηTµ
over the Vα and taking dierenes over Vα ∩ Vβ; reusing the {Γα,µ}
shows immediately that the image of [Z] under  : W0H
1(ηMi−1 ,Hi)→
H1(ηMi−1 ,Hi/Fi) is δν¯
i
Z. Moreover, sine Fi is a loally onstant system
of (limits of) pure HS of weight 0, W0H
1(ηM,F) = 0 and  is injetive.
So from δν¯iZ we reover [Z], and map this to H
1(ηMi−1 , R
2p−m−1(ρηi−1 ◦
π)∗Q(p)), whih has a ltration L (using Leray for π proper) with
graded piees GraL
∼= H1(ηMi−1 , Ra−1(ρηi−1)∗R2p−m−aπ∗Q(p)). By Leray
for ρηi−1 and vanishing of [Z]0 thru [Z]i−1, [Z] lives in L
i
; its image in
GriL identies with that of [Z]i under
κi : H
i(ηS , R
2p−m−iπ∗Q(p))→ H1(ηMi−1 , Ri−1(ρηi−1)∗R2p−m−iπ∗Q(p)).
(This exists by Leray for ρηi−1 and the vanishing of R
i(ρηi−1)∗(· · · ) by
ber dimension.) Fix qi ∈ ηMi−1(C), and let Ci := ρi−1,i(qi) ⊂ Mi−1,
Wi := ρ
−1
i (qi) (multi-hyperplane setion of U ⊂ S). By ane weak
Lefshetz and dimension, we have
Hi(ηS , R
2p−m−ipi∗Q(p))
 
γi
//
κi

Hi(ηWi , R
2p−m−ipi∗Q(p))
∼=

H1(ηMi−1 , R
i−1(ρηi−1)∗R
2p−m−ipi∗Q(p)) // H
1(ηCi , R
i−1(ρηi−1)∗R
2p−m−ipi∗Q(p))
whih shows κi injetive. This ompletes the proof of Prop. 4.5(b).
4.3. Comparing ltrations. In fat, we have shown ν¯iZ = 0 =⇒
[Z]i = 0, and so we an dene a third ltration on CH
p(X,m) by
′Λ0 := Λ0, ′Λ1 := Λ1, and
′ΛiCHp(X,m) :=
{
Z ∈ CHphom(X,m) | ν¯1s(Z) = · · · = ν¯i−1s(Z) = 0
}
.
Evidently Λi ⊂ ′Λi; obviously ′Λ• depends a priori on our hoies of
hyperplane setions.
Theorem 4.7. Lr ⊆ Λr ⊆ ′Λr (∀r), with equality for r = 0, . . . , m+2.
6
we are still assuming [Z]0 = · · · = [Z]i−1 = 0.
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Proof. First some notation. For µ ∈ ηMi−1(C), let
H˜µ := H
i−1(ηTµ, R
2p−m−iπ∗Q(p));
dene a loal system H˜i := W0Ri−1(ρ
η
i−1)∗R
2p−m−iπ∗Q(p) on ηMI−1
(with stalks W0H˜µ), and H˜i, F˜i, F˜i, J˜i by analogy to Hi, Fi, Fi,
Ji above. Set H˜poli := W−1H˜i and J˜ poli := im{H˜poli → J˜i}; the Ja-
obian sheaves have stalks (J˜i)µ = Ext1
MHS
(Q(0), H˜µ) and (J˜ poli )µ =
Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0), H˜µ). Using the analysis preeding Prop. 4.5, J˜ poli ⊂ ✲
J˜i ⊂ ✲ Ji.
Now we explain some details in the big ommutative diagram (4.4) on
the next page. First, Ext(γi) is injetive for i ≤ m+1, beause γi is in-
jetive (∀i) and i ≤ m+1 =⇒ weights of H i−1(ηWi−1 , R2p−m−iπ∗Q(p))
are ≤ 2(i− 1) + (2p−m− i)− 2p = i− (m+2) < 0. Also, Hom(κi) is
injetive beause κi is (see above). Next, the loal system underlying
H i−1(ρηi−1)∗H
2p−m−iπ∗QXηS (p) is smooth (as the limit over V ⊂ Mi−1
allows for removal of jumps), so the Ext1
MHM(ηMi−1
)
an be replaed by
extensions Ext1
VMHS(ηM)ad
of admissible variations of MHS. By M. Saito's
desription [SaM1, Rmk. 3.7(ii)℄ of ∆, it is lear that ′ ◦∆ = δ˜ ◦ j ◦ εi
(the pentagon in (4.4) ommutes).
More preisely, onsider an admissible VMHS on an ane (Zar. op.)
V ⊂Mi−1 with (smooth) underlying loals system H˜, and an extension
H˜ → E → Q
V
(0) with lass e ∈ Ext1
VMHS(V)ad
(Q
V
(0), H˜). Assoiate
to this a normal funtion ǫ(e) ∈ H0(V, J˜ ) whose value at v ∈ V
is the lass of H˜v → Ev → Q(0) in J˜ polv = Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0), H˜v). To
produe ∆(e) ∈ Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H1(V, H˜)), onsider a over {Vα} of
V by ayli analyti balls, and loal liftings (morphisms of loal
systems) σα : QV (0) → E; and take dierenes over the intersetions.
If ǫ(e) is zero, i.e. if the pointwise extensions of MHS split, then e splits
loally and we may take the σα to be morphisms of VMHS; it follows
that ∆(e) fators through Hom
MHS
(Q(0), H1(V, F˜)), whih is zero sine
F˜(=Hg(H)) has pure weight 0 ( =⇒ H1(V, F˜) has weights > 1). In
the limit over V and U (with H˜ essentially H˜i), ǫ gives εi; so we have
established εi's injetivity.
We easily show Lr ⊆ ′Λ (∀r); sine the proof doesn't depend on
bers of ρi being hyperplane setions, Lr ⊆ Λr follows as well. Assume
Li ⊆ ′Λi, and let Z ∈ LiCHp(X,m) (and Z := s(Z)). It is easy to see
that (j ◦εi ◦αi)(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) =: ˜¯νiZ maps to ν¯iZ under H0(J˜i) ⊂ ✲ H0(Ji).
If Z ∈ Li+1, then ˜¯νiZ = 0 =⇒ ν¯iZ = 0 =⇒ Z ∈ ′Λi+1, done.
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LiCHp(X,m)
c
X,i
MHM

Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0),H i−1(ηS , R
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q(p))) 
 //

Ext(γi)
++
Exti
MHM(ηS )
(QηS (0),H
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q
XηS
(p))
αi

pr // // Hom
(P)MHS
(Q(0),H i(ηS , R
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q(p)))
 _
Hom(κi)

Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0),H0(ηMi−1 , R
i−1(ρηi−1)∗R
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q(p))) 
 //

Ext1
MHM(ηMi−1
)
(QηM (0),H
i−1(ρηi−1)∗H
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q
XηS
(p)) ∆ // //
ι
∗
qi−1
++
 _
εi

Hom
(P)MHS
(Q(0),H1(ηMi−1 , R
i−1(ρηi−1)∗R
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q(p)))
 _
˜

H0(ηMi−1 , J˜
pol
i )
evqi−1

 {
j
--ZZZZZZZ
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
H1(ηMi−1 , H˜i/F˜i)
Ext1
PMHS
(Q(0),H i−1(ηWi−1 , R
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q(p))) Ext
1
MHM(qi−1)
(Q(0),H i−1(ρηi−1)∗H
2p−m−ipi
∗
Q
Xη
(p)) H0(ηMi−1 , J˜i)
δ˜
OO
1
(
4
.
4
)
3
0
We remark that whenever ν¯iZ lifts to (or fators through) some
˜¯νiZ ∈ H0(ηMi−1 , J˜i), the topologial-invariant map δ lifts to δ˜ in (4.4).
Suh a lifting ours (for any i) when Z ∈ Li as above, but also (for
i ≤ m + 2) if Z ∈ ′Λi (sine Prop. 4.5 is valid for restrited higher
normal funtions as well).
Assume indutively Lr = ′Λr ∀r ≤ i, where i ≤ m + 1. To prove
Li+1 = ′Λi+1 it sues to show ′Λi+1∩Li ⊆ Li+1. Given Z ∈ ′Λi+1∩Li,
(j ◦ εi ◦αi)(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) is zero sine it goes to ν¯iZ under an injetive map.
Hene (∆ ◦ αi)(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) = 0 =⇒ pr(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) = 0. Injetivity of
Ext(γi) and an obvious diagram hase show that in fat cX,i
MHM
(Z) = 0
and so Z ∈ Li+1. 
Remark 4.8. (i) The (weak) analogue here of Zuker's theorem on nor-
mal funtions [Z, se. 9℄ is the following trivial onsequene of the
diagram (4.4): the image of δ˜ : {im(j ◦ εi) ⊆ H0(ηMi−1 , J˜i)} →
H1(ηMi−1 , H˜i/F˜i) is preisely the [rational℄ (p, p) lasses in the target.
(We stress that this analogy is imperfet, as we do not have a onept
of horizontality for setions of J˜i.)
(ii) For Z ∈ Li (∀i) or Z ∈ ′Λi (i ≤ m + 2), the diagram atually
gives another proof
7
that ν¯iZ has [Z]i as its topologial invariant, sine
δ˜ ˜¯νiZ = (δ˜ ◦ j ◦ εi ◦ αi)(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) = (˜ ◦ Hom(κi) ◦ pr)(cX,i
MHM
(Z)) =
(˜ ◦Hom(κi))[Z]i. This proves the onjeture (Expetation) of [Ke2,
se. 7.1℄.
We nish with some remarks on innitesimal invariants. Assume our
ane U ⊂ S is suiently small that π : XU → U is smooth. Dene
∇Jp,i,m(XU/U) to be the ohomology of
Γ(Ωi−1U ⊗ R2p−m−iπ∗Ω•≥p−i+1XU/U )
∇
✲ Γ(ΩiU ⊗ R2p−m−iπ∗Ω•≥p−iXU/U )
∇
✲ Γ(Ωi+1U ⊗ R2p−m−iπ∗Ω•≥p−i−1XU/U )
at the middle term; M. Saito [SaM3℄ onstruted a map
Φp,i,m : Hom
MHS
(
Q(0), H i(U,R2p−m−iπ∗Q(p))
)→ ∇Jp,i,m(XU/U).
Passing to the lim−→U , the innitesimal invariant of ν
i
Z (or ν¯
i
Z) is given
by
dνiZ := Φp,i,m(δν¯
i
Z) = Φp,i,m([Z]i) ∈ ∇Jp,i,m(Xη/ηS).
Remark 4.9. For m = 0, higher normal funtions ρp,iXη/ηS (Z) were
dened by S. Saito [SaS℄. These, too, formally take Φp,i,m([Z]i) as their
innitesimal invariants. However, for i ≥ 2 they are missing the higher
7
we have proved this for Z ∈ ′Λi (∀i).
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AJ data ontained in νiZ (and indeed ontain no more information than
Φp,i,m([Z]i) itself).
5. Leray filtration in the produt ase
Imagine that the smooth projetive X treated in the disussion of
spreads in §4, was atually XK = X ⊗k K for some X dened /k. The
k-spread geometry is then π : X = X × S → S, where K ∼= k(S); if
also Z ∈ Zp(XK , m), then Z ∈ Zp((X × ηS)k, m). This is the setup for
§§5, 6, 7.
5.1. Higher Abel-Jaobi maps. ForW smooth projetive we let (as
in [RS℄) K•H(W ) denote a (anonially hosen) omplex of MHS with
ohomology omputing H∗(W,Q). We have a nonanonial isomor-
phism
K•H(W ) ≃
⊕
j
Hj(W,Q)[−j]
in the bounded derived ategory DbMHS. In partiular,
K•H(X × ηS) ≃ K•H(ηS)⊗K•H(X) ≃n.c.
(5.1)
⊕
j K•H(ηS)⊗H2p−m−j(X,Q)[−2p +m+ j]
=⇒ H2p−mH (X × ηS ,Q(p)) ∼= Ext2p−mDbMHS(Q(−p),K
•
H(X × ηS)) ≃
(5.2)
⊕
j Ext
j
DbMHS
(Q(−p),K•H(ηS)⊗H2p−m−j(X))
yields an obvious Leray ltration on H2p−mH (X × ηS ,Q(p)), via Li =
⊕j≥i. This is anonial, and is easily shown to be stritly ompatible
with L• of §4, under the map
Ext2p−m
DbPMHS
(Q(0), (aU)∗π∗QX×U (p))
  // Ext2p−m
DbMHS
(Q(0), (aU)∗π∗QX×U (p))
Ext2p−m
MHM(X×U)
(Q
X×U
(0),Q
X×U
(p)) H2p−mH (X × U,Q(p))
(after taking lim−→U). Simply identifyK•H(X×U)(p) with (aX×U )∗QX×U (p) ≃
(aU)∗π∗QX×U (p), and use the ltration of (5.1) by ⊕≥i to produe (om-
patibly) both (5.2) and (4.2).
Consequently we may reprodue the L• of §4 on CHp(XK , m) (in
our present speial ase) by pulling L• bak along the omposite
CHp(XK , m)
∼=
−→
s:=k-spread
CHp ((X × ηS)k, m) →
cH
H2p−mH (X×ηS ,Q(p)).
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We always denote s 〈Z〉 by 〈Z〉 (or just Z). We will be partiularly
interested in the restrition of L• (by intersetion) to
CHp(XK , m) := s
−1 (im {CHp ((X × S)k, m)→ CHp ((X × ηS)k, m)}) ,
the higher Chow yles with omplete k-spread
〈
Z¯
〉 ∈ CHp(X×S,m).
Reall that for smooth quasi-projetive Y , Hn(Y ) for Y denotes
im{Hn(Y¯ )→ Hn(Y )} for any good ompatiation Y¯ , or equivalently
the lowest weight ltrandWnH
n(Y ). (Dually,Hn(Y ) := coim{Hn(Y )→
Hn(Y¯ )}.) Calulating for m > 0
im
{
Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),K•H(S)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
→ Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),K•H(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
}
∼= im
{
Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H i−1(S)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
→ Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
}
∼= im
{
Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
→ Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
}
(5.3)
∼= Ext
1
MHS
(Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X))
im
{
Hom
MHS
(
Q(−p),
{
Wm+i
Wi−1
H i−1(ηS)
}
⊗H2p−m−i(X)
)}
we have our basi invariants (for m > 0)
GriLCH
p(XK ,m)
  //_____________
 _
Gri
L
cH
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
GriLCH
p(XK ,m) ∋ Z
cC
Gri
L
cH
q1q1q1r2r2r2r2r2r2r2s3s3s3s3t4u5v6y9~>
--
 ` %e (h )i *j +k +k +k +k ,l ,l ,l ,l ,l ,l -m -m -m
HomMHS
`
Q(−p),Hi(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X)
´
GriLH
2p−m
H (X × ηS ,Q(p))
  // GriLH
2p−m
H (X × ηS ,Q(p))
β
OOOO
Ext1MHS(Q(−p),H
i−1(ηS)⊗H
2p−m−i(X))
im
»
HomMHS
„
Q(−p),
Wm+i
Wi−1
Hi−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X)
«–   //
∼=
OO
Ext1MHS
`
Q(−p),Hi−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X)
´?
α
OO
sending Z 7−→ [cH(Z)]i 7−→
β
[Z]i = cli(Z), and if this is 0 (pulling bak
along α) to [AJ(Z)]i−1 = AJi−1(Z). As in §4, these invariants vanish
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for i > min{t+1, p}. They are alled (resp.) ith higher yle-lass and
(i− 1)st higher Abel-Jaobi lass (of Z).
We want to say something about omputing these; a dierent ap-
proah will be taken in §7. The trouble is that the only datum we
have from spreading out is ZU0 ∈ Zp(Z × U0, m)∂B−l.. To produe a
double-omplex oyle Z• ∈ s−mM
X×U0
(p) from this might require an
expliit (possibly diult) appliation of Bloh's moving lemma. (The
one exeption to this is the ase m = 0 of algebrai yles.) So we will
make do without the double-omplex AJ-formulas of §3.
To ompute [Z]i, we use the C
∞
hain TZU0 (viewed as a topologial
orrespondene on X × (S, D0), where D0 := S \ U0) to indue a map
Hi(ηS ,Q) → H2d−2p+m+i(X,Q). This map is nonzero if and only if
[Z]i ∈ HomMHS(Q(−p), H i(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X)) is.
When [Z]i vanishes, one would like an expliit desription of [AJ(Z)]i−1
as a olletion of generalized membrane integrals  i.e., as funtionals
on test C∞ forms. Even if [Z] ∈ HomMHS(Q(−p), H2p−m(X × ηS ,Q))
vanishes, this an be omputationally horrendous. The simplest de-
sription (in general) of F d+t−p+1{H2t−i+1((S, D0),C)⊗H2d−2p+m+i(X,C)}
in terms of C∞ forms uses Hodge-ltered Künneth omponents of
s
•Ω(p)•,• from §3 (with X = X×S, Y = X×D0). (It is well-known that
C∞ forms with ompat support on U0 are not amenable to ltration
by [Hodge℄ type.)
The one really nie ase is when Z ∈ LiCHp(XK , m), so that there
exists Z¯ ∈ CHp(X × S, m)  automatially hom≡ 0 for m > 0 (and we
assume for the moment 0 = [Z¯] ∈ HomMHS(Q(−p), H2p(X×S)) ifm =
0). The [KLM℄ urrent (2πi)p−mRZ¯±(2πi)pδ∂−1TZ¯ =: (2πi)p−mR′Z¯ yields
a funtional on (C∞ forms representing) F d+t−p+1{H2t−i+1(S,C) ⊗
H2d−2p+m+i(X,C)}, modulo periods. Now sine
HomMHS
(
Q(−p), Wm+i
Wi−1
H i−1(ηS)⊗H2p−m−i(X)
)
✛
∼=
HomMHS
(
Q(−p), Wm+i
Wi−1
H i−1(ηS)⊗ F p−i+1h H2p−m−i(X)
)
,
we an kill the im{Hom} in (5.3) by projeting
GriLH
2p−m
H (X×ηS ,Q(p))։ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p),H i−1(ηS)⊗ H
2p−m−i(X)
F
p−i+1
h H
2p−m−i(X)
)
;
the image of [AJ(Z)]i−1 by this is denoted [AJ(Z)]
tr
i−1 = AJ
tr
i−1(Z). The
funtional desribed above (an element of Ext1MHS(Q(−p), H i−1(S) ⊗
H2p−m−i(X)) projets to ompute this [AJ(Z)]tri−1.
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In short, we have onstruted a slight quotient of AJi−1,
AJ tri−1 : LiCHp(XK , m)→ Ext1
MHS
(
Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗ H
2p−m−i(X)
F p−i+1h
)
,
that an be desribed expliitly in the spirit of the Griths presrip-
tion; it will be used in §6.
5.2. Weight ltration redux. Our next aim is to Leray-lter the
H(p)-spetral sequene and the residue maps from §3, when X = X×S.
Reall from (5.2) that for W smooth quasiprojetive
HMH (X ×W,Q(q)) ∼=
⊕
ν
ExtM−ν
DbMHS
(Q(−ν),K•H(W )⊗Hν(X))
=:
⊕
ν
HM−νH (W,H
ν(X,Q(q))) =:
⊕
ν
GrLνH
M
H (X ×W,Q(q))
∼=
⊕
ν
GrM−νL H
M
H (X ×W,Q(q)) .
If W is projetive, there are obvious ohain omplexes
GrLνC
•
H(X ×W,Q(q))
for omputing the graded piees, with ⊕ν ≃ to the usual C•H. For
• < 2q the GrLν omplex is given by
C•−νtop (W,H
ν(X,Q(q)))⊕ F q (D•−ν(W )⊗Hν(X,C))⊕(
D•−ν−1(W )⊗Hν(X,C)) ,
for • > 2q + 1 it is 0, and the reader an ll in the rest.
Passing to the spread situation X = X ×S, Y i = X ×Di for D ⊂ S
NCD, we form double omplexes
GrLνHX\Y(p)a,b0 := GrLνC2p+2a+bH (X × D˜−a,Q(p+ a))
with s•H(p)0 ≃ ⊕νs•GrLνH(p)0; in fat
H(p)a,b1 ∼=
⊕
ν
H2p+2a+b−νH (D˜
−a, Hν(X,Q(p+ a)) ∼=
⊕
ν
GrLνH(p)a,b1 ,
and the
∼= persists for all pages r ≥ 1. Hene theGrLν spetral sequenes
onverge to GrLνH
2p+∗
H (X× (S \D),Q(p)), and as before we get weight
ltrations with maps
GrWb Gr
L
νH
2p+a+b
H (X × (S \D),Q(p)) ∼= GrLνH(p)a,b∞
Res−a
✲ GrLνH
2p+2a+b
H
(
X × (D−a \D−a+1),Q(p+ a)) .
We proeed to the main appliation.
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With the understanding that the limit (over U ane Zariski open in
S) dening ηS is taken together with a system of good ompatiations
(or of (S˜, D˜) with D˜ a NCD), we an dene8
WℓGr
i
LCH
p(XK , m) := s
−1
(
WℓGr
i
LCH
p((X × ηS)L, m)
)
.
The following is a simple means for onstruting nontrivialm-deomposable
higher yles in the weight-graded piees.
Theorem 5.1. Let τ1, . . . , τm ∈ C be algebraially independent /K¯,
and set L := K(τ1, . . . , τm). The exterior produt with {τ1, . . . , τm} ∈
CHm(SpeL, m) gives a map
GriLCH
p(XK , n) →֒ GrW−nGri+mL CHp+m(XL, n+m).
Proof. L is the ompositum of L0 := k(τ1, . . . , τm) and K ∼= k(S);
writing T := P1t1×· · ·×P1tm we have L0 ∼= k(T ), L ∼= k(S×T ). Taking
D,E NCD's in S, T (resp.), with E ⊇ ∪j |(tj)|, set D := (S × E) ∪
(D×T ). The k-spread of the exterior produt Z ×{τ} is the exterior
produt of
Z ∈ LiCHp(X × (S \D), n) and {t} ∈ [Lm]CHm ([pt.×]T \ E, m) .
Assuming Z is nonzero in GriLCHp(XK , n), the lass of Z is nontrivial
(in the limit over all D) in
(5.4) GriLCH
p(X × (S \D), n) ⊂Gr
i
LcH
✲ H iH(S \D,H2p−n−i(X,Q(p)))
Evidently the restrition ofResm(cH{t}) ∈ H0H(Em = ∐pts.,Q(0)) ∼=
⊕Q to p ∈ ∩j |(tj)| is ±1 (6= 0, whih puts {t} in the highest weight
W0). Sine Z is Res-free (hene in W−n), the produt gives a lass in
GrW−nGr
i+m
L CH
p+m(X × {(S × T ) \D}, n+m)
→֒ GrW−nGri+mL H2p+m−nH (X × {(S × T ) \D},Q(p+m))
Resm
−→ GriLH2p−nH (X ×Dm \Dm+1,Q(p))
|(S\D)×{p}
−→ {r.h.s. of (5.4)} .
Clearly Resm(S\D)×{p}
{
Gri+mL cH(Z× {t})
}
= GriLcH(Z)⊗Resm{p}(cH{t})
6= 0; and it only remains to be said that this does not vanish upon
enlargingD provided we enlargeD so thatD×{p} ⊇ (S×{p})∩D. 
8
Warning: one an also dene W∗ diretly on CH
p(XK ,m), and GrL and Gr
W
do not ommute. Saying the GrL of a lass is in Wℓ does not mean the whole
lass is in Wℓ.
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6. Deteting indeomposables in the
regulator kernel
The j-deomposable yles are those in the image of the exterior
produt
θj : CHp−j(XK , m− j)⊗ CHj(SpeK, j)→ LjCHp(XK , m).
For any subgroup Ξ ⊆ CHp(XK , m), dene
Ξj-ind :=
Ξ
im(θj) ∩ Ξ .
The usual denition of indeomposable is Ξm-ind, while the strong in-
deomposable notion of [CF℄ orresponds to Ξ1-ind. We study here
the ase Ξ = LiCHp(XK , m)  these are yles with omplete spread;
that is, their spreads have no residues along substrata of S.
6.1. An invariant for yles with omplete spread. Our aim is
to produe, starting from the higher {AJ tri−1} maps of §5.1, further
quotients whih detet indeomposables. The prinipal diulty is
that an element of im(θj) ∩ Ξ (deomposables with omplete spread)
may involve terms whose spreads have residues (although the sum of
these residues must vanish).
Theorem 6.1. (i) For 1 ≤ j ≤ m ≤ i ≤ p, GriLcH (omposed with a
projetion) desends to a map
LiCHpj-ind(XK , m)→ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), H
2p−m−i(X)
F p−ih
⊗H i−1(ηS)
)
.
(ii) If 1 ≤ j and i ≤ p, but one of the other inequalities fails, then F p−ih
may be replaed by F p−i+1h (i.e., deteting indeomposables is a trivial
matter). If j = 0 or i > p, there is nothing to detet.
Proof. From §1 we know the map from LiCHp(XK , m) to
Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)
F p−i+1h
⊗H i−1(ηS)
)
is well-dened. So given a
lass ξ in LiH2p−mH (X × ηS ,Q(p)) and in the image of
(6.1)
H2p−m−jH (X × ηS ,Q(p− j))⊗HjH(ηS ,Q(j)) −→
H2p−mH (X × ηS ,Q(p)),
we need to show its projetion ξ¯ to
GriLH
2p−m
H
∼= Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)
)
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is ontained in the image of
(6.2)
Ext1MHS(Q(−p), F p−ih H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS) −→
Ext1MHS(Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)).
Sine (6.1) splits into a ⊕ of Leray-graded piees, we have immediately
that ξ¯ ∈
GriLH
2p−m
H (X × ηS ,Q(p))
⋂
im
(
Gri−jL H
2p−m−j
H (X × ηS ,Q(p))⊗HjH(ηS ,Q(j)
→ GriLH2p−mH (X × ηS ,Q(p))
)
=
(6.3)
im
ExtiDbMHS(Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X) ⊗K•H(ηS)) ǫjH✲
Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X)⊗K•H(ηS))
 ⋂
im
Exti−jDbMHS (Q(−p+ j),H2p−m−i(X) ⊗K•H(ηS))⊗ ExtjDbMHS(Q(−j),K•H(ηS))
θjH
✲ Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X)⊗K•H(ηS))

.
Here we simply take
K•H(ηS) :=
⊕
ℓ
Hℓ(ηS ,Q)[−ℓ] , K•H(ηS) :=
⊕
ℓ
Hℓ(ηS ,Q)[−ℓ].
Moreover, using an idea of [RS℄, HomMHS(Q(−j), Hj(ηS)) gives a sub-
MHS
Hj(ηS)
′′ ⊆ Hj(ηS)
with Hj(ηS)
′′ ∩ W2j−1Hj(ηS) = {0}. By semisimpliity, writing
η : Hj(ηS)
′′ → GrW2jHj(ηS), we have GrW2jHj(ηS)
HS
= H′ ⊕ im(η).
Pulling bak the extension 0 → W2j−1Hj(ηS) → Hj(ηS) → GrW2j → 0
alongH′ →֒ GrW2j yieldsHj(ηS)′ →֒ Hj(ηS) withHj(ηS)
MHS
= Hj(ηS)
′⊕
Hj(ηS)
′′. Dene more generally
Hℓ(ηS)
′′ := im
{
Hj(ηS)
′′ ⊗Hℓ−j(ηS)→ Hℓ(ηS)
}
,
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K•H(ηS)′′ := ⊕ℓHℓ(ηS)′′[−ℓ]. A generalization of the above argument
(involving both projetions and pullbaks of extensions) produes (∀ℓ)
⊕-deompositions ofHℓ(ηS), hene K•H(ηS) = K•H(ηS)′⊕K•H(ηS)′′. This
indues a ⊕-deomposition on relevant Ext groups (hene also proje-
tions and inlusions of Ext's). Note that Hℓ(ηS)
′ ⊇ Wℓ+j−1Hℓ(ηS) ⊇
WℓH
ℓ(ηS) = H
ℓ(ηS).
Sine K•H(ηS)′ ⊇ K•H(ηS), and the projetion K•H(ηS) ։ K•H(ηS)′ is
ompatible with ∪-produts, (6.3) redues to
(6.4)
im
ExtiDbMHS (Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X) ⊗K•H(ηS)) (ǫjH)′✲
Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X) ⊗K•H(ηS)′)
 ⋂
im
Exti−jDbMHS (Q(−p+ j),H2p−m−i(X) ⊗K•H(ηS)′)⊗ExtjDbMHS (Q(−j),K•H(ηS)′)
(θjH)
′
✲ Exti
DbMHS
(Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X)⊗K•H(ηS)′)

.
By onstrution, HomMHS(Q(−j), Hj(ηS)′) = 0. Hene (θjH)′ redues
to
(6.5)
HomMHS
(
Q(−p+ j),H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−j(ηS)′
)⊗Ext1MHS (Q(−j),Hj−1(ηS))
−→ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p),H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′
)
.
One easily shows that (in (6.5)) the Hom = HomMHS(Q(−p + j),
F p−ih H
2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−j(ηS)′). (This is straightforward and has nothing
to do with H i−j(ηS) vs. H
i−j(ηS)
′
.) Hene (6.5) fators through
Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), F p−ih H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′
)
→֒ Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′)
and so (6.4) is ontained in
im
(
Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS))
→ Ext1MHS (Q(−p), H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′)
)
⋂
Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), F p−ih H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′
) .
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Using semisimpliity to write H2p−m−i(X) ∼= F p−ih ⊕ H
2p−m−i(X)
F p−ih
as HS,
we see that the above lies in
im
{
Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), F p−ih H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)
)
→ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), F p−ih H2p−m−i(X)⊗H i−1(ηS)′
) } ,
whih obviously ⊆ im (6.2).
(ii) If j > i, the j-deomposables lie in Li+1; if j > m, there aren't any;
and if m > i, the Hom in (6.5) vanishes. 
Setting i = j := 1 and p := q in Theorem 6.1, we have for m 6= 1
(using (ii))
AJ
ind
: L1CHq1-ind(Xk, m)→ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−q), H2p−m−1(X)) = Jp,m(X)
(sine F phH
2p−m−1(X) = {0}) and for m = 1 (using (i))
AJ
ind
: L1CHq1-ind(Xk, 1)→ Ext1MHS
(
Q(−q), H
2p−2(X)
Hgp−1(X)
)
(sine F p−1h H
2p−2(X) ∼= Hgp−1(X)). It seems natural to all a yle
W ∈ CHqhom(Xk, m) with AJind(W) 6= 0 stronglyAJ-indeomposable,
but evidently (from the form of AJ
ind
in the 2 ases) this is the same
thing as regulator-indeomposable (as in [RS℄, [CF℄, [Le2℄, et.), so
we will use that terminology.
6.2. First appliation: exterior produts. The real point of The-
orem 6.1, however, is to detet indeomposable higher yles in the
kernel of AJ . Here is a simple appliation to lasses in the image of
the exterior produt
LiCHd1((Y1)K)⊗ L1CHp−d1((Y2)k, m)→ Li+1CHp((Y1 × Y2)K , m),
where K/k is nitely generated of transendene degree i, and Y1, Y2
are smooth projetive /k of resp. dimensions d1, d2.
Theorem 6.2. LetW ∈ CHp−d1hom ((Y2)k, m) be regulator-indeomposable,
and V ∈ LiCHd1((Y1)K) a 0-yle whose omplete k-spread V¯ ∈ Zd1((S×
Y1)k) indues a nontrivial map Ω
i(Y1)→ Ωi(S) of holomorphi i-forms.
(See [Ke3℄ for how to onstrut suh 0-yles.)
Then Z := V×W ∈ CHp((Y1×Y2)K , m) is strongly indeomposable.
Proof. This is so similar to the proof of Thm. 1 in [Ke3℄ that we
merely indiate briey how Z is deteted and the tehnial lemma on
HS's needed.
Applying the map of Thm. 6.1 in the appropriate ase (substituting
the present i + 1 for i and 1 for j) sends Z to a quotient (in general)
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of [AJ(Z)]tri . Sine Z has omplete spread Z¯ := W × V¯, this an be
omputed (as in §1) using (2πi)p−mR′
Z¯
(as a funtional on forms). Now
TZ¯ = TW×V¯ =⇒ ∂−1TZ¯ := (∂−1TW)×V¯, and RZ¯ = RW ·(2πi)d1δV¯; so
1
(2πi)d1
R′
Z¯
= R′W · δV¯, and (the quotient of) [AJ(Z)]tri may be omputed
by the image of [V¯]i ⊗ AJ(ind)(W). (We are assuming AJind(W) 6= 0.)
Dene sub-Hodge strutures
H1 := H2d1−i(Y1)⊗H2p−2d1−m−1(Y2)⊗H i(S)
G0 := H2p−i−m−1(Y1×Y2)⊗N1H i(S) +F p−i−1h H2p−i−m−1(Y1×Y2)⊗H i(S)
of H0 := H2p−i−m−1(Y1 × Y2)⊗H i(S), and
HV¯ := Q
〈
[V¯]i
〉⊗H2p−2d1−m−1(Y2)
G1 := H2d1−i(Y1)⊗ F p−d1−1h H2p−2d1−m−1(Y2)⊗H i(S)
sub-HS of H1. From the last paragraph,
(6.6)[
V¯
]
i
⊗AJ
ind
(W) ∈ Q [V¯]
i
⊗Jp,m
ind
(Y2) ∼= Ext1MHS
(
Q(−p), HV¯G1 ∩HV¯
)
and the Thm. 6.1 quotient of [AJ(Z)]tri in Ext
1
MHS(Q(−p),H0/G0),
map to the same element of
(6.7)
Ext1MHS (Q(−p),H1/G1)
Ext1MHS (Q(−p), (H1 ∩ G0)/(G1 ∩ G0))
.
One shows that
HV¯ ∩ (H1 ∩ G0) ⊆ G1,
so that the map from (6.6) to (6.7) is an injetion and we are done. 
6.3. Relation to a riterion of Lewis. Given S ′ smooth projetive
/k and α ∈ Hdim(S′)−i,dim(S′)(S ′,C), let cl{p−m,i−m,0}S′,α denote the om-
position
CHp−i(X × S ′) cl // H2p−2i(X × S ′,C) Hodge-
Künneth
// // Hp−i,p−m(X,C)⊗H i,0(S ′,C)
∪α

Hp−i,p−m(X,C).
The next appliation (Theorem 6.3 below) strengthens and general-
izes a result of Collino and Fakhruddin [CF℄. To put this in ontext,
we rst explain how Theorem 6.1 essentially subsumes the invariant
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they use for indeomposables in ker(AJ), due to [Le2℄. This may be
expressed as a map
(6.8) LiCHpm-ind(XK , m)→
Hp−i,p−m(X,C)
H{p−m,i−m,0}(X)
⊗H i−1,0(S,C)
where as usual k(S) ∼= K, m ≥ 1, and
H{p−m,i−m,0}(X) :=
∑
S′,α
im
(
cl
{p−m,i−m,0}
S′,α
)
.
To desribe (6.8), let H and G be quotient Hodge strutures (resp.)
of H2p−m−i(X,Q) and H i−1(S,Q), suh that Gi−1,0C ∼= H i−1,0(S,C); let
H := H ⊗ G and write prH : H2p−m−1(X × S,Q) ✲✲ H. Consider
the omposition R{p,i,m}H :
Ext1
MHS
(Q(−p),H)

CHp(X × S,m)prH◦AJoo
Ext
1
R-MHS
(R(−p),HR) HR(p−1) ∩ {Hp−m,p−1C ⊕ · · · ⊕ Hp−1,p−mC }

H
p−i,p−m
C ⊗H i−1,0(S,C) Hp−1,p−mCoooo
Let H1 := H2p−m−i(X) ⊗ H i−1(S), H2 := H2p−m−i(X)F p−ih ⊗ H
i−1(ηS) be
hoies of H as above, and onsider the ommutative diagram
CHp(X × S, m)
R
{p,i,m}
H1
//
R
{p,i,m}
H1
++WWWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
R
{p,i,m}
H2
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
M
prH2◦AJ

Hp−i,p−m(X,C)⊗H i−1,0(S,C)

Hp−i,p−m(X,C)
H{p−m,i−m,0}(X)
⊗H i−1,0(S,C)
(∗)
Ext1
MHS
(Q(−p),H2)
(∗∗)
//
(
H2p−m−i(X)
F p−ih
)(p−i,p−m)
C
⊗H i−1,0(S,C).
The proof in [Le2℄ implies that R{p,i,m}H1 is well-dened on the subquo-
tient LiCHpm-ind(XK , m) of CHp(X×S, m), and this gives (6.8). More-
over, prH2 ◦AJ is just the map of our Theorem 6.1 (so this is also well-
dened on LiCHpm-ind). Now the GHC says that F p−ih H2p−m−i(X) =
Np−iH2p−m−i(X); and Lewis shows that the Hard Lefshetz Conje-
ture (implied by GHC) gives
Hp−i,p−m(X,C)
H{p−m,i−m,0}(X)
∼=
(
H2p−m−i(X)
Np−i
)(p−i,p−m)
C
.
Hene GHC =⇒ (∗) is an isomorphism, whih means that prH2 ◦ AJ
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fators R{p,i,m}H1 . The point is that we onjeturally aren't losing any
information via (∗), while we denitely are losing data along (∗∗).
6.4. Seond appliation: Pontryagin yles. We now desribe the
improvement of [CF, Prop. 1.1℄. Let C be a smooth projetive urve
/k of genus g. Fix i ∈ N; q1, . . . , qi ∈ C(k); o ∈ J(C)(k) [origin of group
law℄; and P := (p1, . . . , pi) ∈ C×i(C) very general, i.e. K := k(P ) ⊂ C
has trdeg(K/k) = i. We dene
B˜i : Z
p
R(J(C), m)→ ZpR(J(C)K , m)
by Z 7→ Z ∗ (AJ(p1 − q1)− o) ∗ · · · ∗ (AJ(pi − qi)− o) =: Z(i). This
indues
Bi : CH
p
hom(J(C), m)→ Li+1CHp(J(C)K , m)
sine the Pontryagin cycle Z(i) is in Li+1 by the parallelogram law
[Bl3℄, [Ke2, 3.2℄.
Theorem 6.3. Assume
(6.9) i ≤ 2p− g −m− 1,
and let 〈Z〉 ∈ CHphom(J(C), m) be given.
(a) If AJ(Z) 6= 0, then AJi(Z(i)) 6= 0, hene
0 6= 〈Z(i)〉 ∈ Gri+1L CHp(J(C)K , m).
(b) Let m ≥ 1. If Z is regulator-indeomposable, then
0 6= 〈Z(i)〉 ∈ Gri+1L CHp1-ind(J(C)K , m);
in partiular Z(i) is (strongly) indeomposable.
Remark 6.4. The ase orresponding to [CF℄ is (b) m = 1. No assump-
tion on the sub-Hodge strutures of the H i(J(C),Q) is required.
We establish this with a parade of denitions and lemmas. Dene
yles /k
Ai :=
i∑
j=0
(−1)j
∑
|J |=j
{
(u; c1, . . . , ci)
∣∣∣∣∣u =∑
ℓ∈J
AJC(cℓ − qℓ)
}
∈ Zg(J(C)×C×i),
G := {(u1, u2, u3) | u1 + u2 = u3} ∈ Z2g(J(C)×3).
Let πI , I ⊆ {1, 2, 3, 4}, denote various projetions from J(C)×3 × C×i
(where fators 1, 2, 3 are opies of J(C), and C×i is the 4th fator). In
the otherwise self-explanatory diagram
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H2p−m−1(J(C)× C×i)
Künneth

H2p−m−1(J(C))
βi
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
β¯i //
β¯′i
**TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
TTT
T
p

H2p−m−i−1(J(C))⊗H i(C×i)
p
′

: H
H2p−m−1(J(C))
F p−1h
β¯′′i
))SSS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
H2p−m−i−1(J(C))
F p−ih
⊗H i(η
Ci
)
p
′′

H2p−m−i−1(J(C))
F p−i−1h
⊗H i(η
Ci
)
dene
βi(ξ) := π34∗{π
∗
123[G] ∪ π
∗
24[Ai] ∪ π
∗
1ξ}.
Sine βi is indued by ation of a orrespondene, all arrows are mor-
phisms of (M)HS. (Note that well-denedness of β¯ ′′i is lear one one
knows β¯ ′i is a morphism of HS.) We also write
H2p−m−1(J(C),C)
β¯i
++WWWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
WWW
W
β¯
(i,0)
i // H2p−m−i−1(J(C),C)⊗H i,0(C×i,C)
H2p−m−i−1(J(C),C)⊗H i(C×i,C).
pr(i,0)
OOOO
Lemma 6.5. If (6.9) holds, β¯
(i,0)
i and β¯i are injetive.
Proof. It sues to examine β¯
(i,0)
i . Note that pullbak along {p 7→
AJ(p−q)} : C → J(C) is independent of q ∈ C, and all this AJ∗. Let
{Ωℓ}gℓ=1 ⊂ Ω1(J(C)) be a basis suh that {ωℓ := AJ∗Ωℓ} ⊂ Ω1C satises∫
C
ωk ∧ ωℓ = δkℓ. Write Ωk :=
∧
k∈K Ωk, and let τIJ := ΩI ∧ΩJ for any
pair of multi-indies I, J ⊆ {1, . . . , g} with |I|+ |J | = 2g− 2p+m+1.
Given nonzero ξ ∈ H2p−m−1(J(C)), ∃ I, J suh that 〈ξ, τIJ〉 6= 0.
Sine (6.9) holds, we may take K = {k1, . . . , ki} ⊆ {1, . . . , g} \ I ∪ J .
Write π0 : J(C)×C×i ✲✲ J(C), πj : J(C)×C×i ✲✲ C (j = 1, . . . i)
for the obvious projetions. By an easy alulation (essentially the
same as that in [CF, Lemma 1.3℄),〈
βi(ξ), π
∗
0(ΩK ∧ τIJ) ∧ π
∗
1(ωk1) ∧ · · · ∧ π
∗
i (ωki)
〉
= ±〈ξ, τIJ〉 ;
hene β¯
(i,0)
i (ξ) 6= 0. 
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For a map of (pure Q-)Hodge strutures H1 θ✲ H2 of weight < 2p,
write Ext1(θ) for the indued map
Ext1
MHS
(Q(−p),H1) ∼= H1,C
F pH1,C +H1
θ¯
✲
H2,C
F pH2,C +H2
∼= Ext1
MHS
(Q(−p),H2).
Lemma 6.6. The following diagram
CH
p
hom(J(C),m) Bi
//
AJ

Li+1CHp(J(C)K , m)
AJtri

Ext1
MHS
(Q(−p),H2p−m−1(J(C)))
Ext1(p)

Ext1(β¯′i)
// Ext1
MHS
„
Q(−p), H
2p−m−i−1(J(C))
F
p−i
h
⊗Hi(η
Ci
)
«
Ext1(p′′)

Ext1
MHS
„
Q(−p), H
2p−m−1(J(C))
F
p−1
h
«
Ext1(β¯′′i )
// Ext1
MHS
„
Q(−p), H
2p−m−i−1(J(C))
F
p−i−1
h
⊗Hi(η
Ci
)
«
is ommutative.
Proof. Let ιP : J(C)[×{P}] ⊂ ✲ J(C)×C×i be the inlusion (dened
/K). Dene a map B˜i fatoring B˜i
ZpR(J(C), m)
B˜i ))SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
B˜i // ZpR(J(C)K , m)
ZpR(J(C)× C×i, m)
ι∗P
OO
by sending Z 7→ π∗34{π∗123G · π∗24Ai · π∗1Z} =: Z(i). Clearly B˜i de-
sends modulo
rat≡. Sine Z(i) is a omplete spread for Z(i), AJ tri (Z(i))
is a projetion of AJJ(C)×Ci(Z(i)) and it sues to show
CH
p
hom(J(C),m)
AJ

Bi
// CH
p
hom(J(C)× C×i,m)
AJ

Ext1
MHS
(
Q(−p),H2p−m−1(J(C)))
Ext1(βi)
// Ext1
MHS
(
Q(−p),H2p−m−1(J(C)× C×i))
ommutes. Now Z(i) is a (signed) sum of families of translates (over
C×i) of Z. Translating Z on J(C) gives a new (higher) yle whose
KLM urrents δT , Ω, R are simply push-forwards of δTZ , ΩZ , RZ along
the translation. The same thing happens with the losed urrent
R′ := R − (2πi)∗δ∂−1T + d−1Ω, whose lass in H2p−m−1(J(C),C) de-
sends to AJJ(C)(Z). More preisely, we an hoose
R′
Z(i)
:= π34∗{π
∗
123δG · π
∗
24δAi · π
∗
1R
′
Z},
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and taking lasses gives the result. 
Consider the sub-Hodge strutures
N := H2p−m−i−1(J(C))⊗N1H i(C×i),
F0 := F p−ih H2p−m−i−1(J(C))⊗H i(C×i),
F1 := F p−i−1h H2p−m−i−1(J(C))⊗H i(C×i)
ofH; learly p′ and p′′◦p′ are (resp.) quotients ofH by N+F0, N+F1.
Lemma 6.7. Provided (6.9) holds, we have:
(N + F1) ∩ im(β¯i) ⊆ β¯i(F p−ih ),
(N + F0) ∩ im(β¯i) = {0}.
Proof. Consider ξ ∈ H2p−m−1(J(C),C) with β¯i(ξ) ∈ NC + Fℓ,C, ℓ =
0 or 1. We have pr(i,0)(NC) = {0}, F p−i−ℓh H2p−m−i−1(J(C),C) ⊂ F p−i−ℓ,
hene
(6.10) β¯
(i,0)
i (ξ) ∈ F p−i−ℓH2p−m−i−1(J(C),C)⊗H i,0(C×i,C).
Sine β¯i is a morphism of HS, it deomposes (⊗C) by type; hene β¯(i,0)i
must deompose into a diret sum (over a ∈ Z) of maps
Ha,2p−m−a−1(J(C),C)→ Ha−i,2p−m−a−1(J(C),C)⊗H i,0(C×i,C).
These are injetive (beause β¯
(i,0)
i is), so (6.10) =⇒ ξ ∈ F p−ℓH2p−m−1(J(C),C).
Now β¯−1i (N + Fℓ) is neessarily a subHS of H2p−m−1(J(C)). The
last paragraph shows β¯−1i (NC + Fℓ,C) ⊂ F p−ℓ (ℓ = 0, 1); hene
β¯−1i (N + Fℓ) ⊆ F p−ℓh H2p−m−1(J(C)).
Applying β¯i to this gives the result, noting (for ℓ = 0) that F
p
hH
2p−m−1(J(C)) =
{0}. 
Proof. (of Theorem 6.3). Sine β¯i is injetive (Lemma 6.5), Lemma 6.7
implies β¯ ′i, β¯
′′
i , hene Ext
1(β¯ ′i), Ext
1(β¯ ′′i ), are injetive too. By assump-
tion, (a) AJ(Z) resp. (b) Ext1(p)(AJ(Z)) is nonzero. So Lemma 6.6
=⇒ nonvanishing of (a) AJ tri (Z(i)) resp. (b) Ext1(p′′)(AJ tri (Z(i))),
as desired. 
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7. Redued higher Abel-Jaobi maps
We now give a desription of part of eah higher Abel-Jaobi invari-
ant in the spirit of Griths-Green [GG℄. As in §5.1 we avoid double
omplexes, but we don't restrit to the nie ase examined there.
Roughly speaking: redued higher AJ maps are, like the AJ tri we
have been using, Hodge-theoretially dened quotients of the previ-
ously dened AJi. Only we quotient somewhat farther, in order to get
something whih is expliitly omputable in terms of generalized mem-
brane integrals on X  even when one does not have a homologially
trivial omplete spread. Our expetation is that they will be useful in
speial ases of arithmeti interest (as have their analogues for 0-yles,
see [Ke1, se. 16℄, [Ke2, se. 6.3℄), rather than for proving results of a
general avor (suh as Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 above). Assume m > 0
for the disussion.
Set V = F d−p+iH2d−2p+m+i(X,C). The period lattie
Λ := im
{
H2p−m−i(X,Q(p))→ H
2p−m−i(X,C)
F p−i+1H2p−m−i(X,C)
∼= V ∨
}
has in general dimQ Λ 6= 2dimC V . There are (well-dened) maps
(7.1) GriLCH
p(XK , m)
AJi−1
✲ HomQ
(
Hi−1(ηS ,Q), V
∨/Λ
)
whereHi−1(ηS) := coim{Hi−1(ηS)→ Hi−1(S)}, and (for yles without
omplete spread)
(7.2) GriLCH
p(XK , m)
cli
✲ HomC
(
V, F iWm+iH
i(ηS ,C)
)
,
(7.3) ker(cli)
AJi−1
✲ HomQ (Hi−1(ηS ,Q), V ∨/Λ) .
We note that as ker(cli) ⊇ ker(cli) is not in general an equality, AJi−1
may be dened before AJi−1 (of §5.1) is.
Whether or not Z ∈ Li has omplete k-spread Z¯ (∂B-losed in Zp(X×
S, m)) does not matter so muh for the formulas for AJi−1. In either
ase one has (for U ⊂ S suiently small Zariski open) ZU ∈ ZpR(X×
U,m), ∂B-losed, with irreduible omponents equidimensional /U , and
restriting to the lass of Z = s(Z) ∈ CHp(X × ηS , m). Given [γ] ∈
Hi−1(ηS ,Q) resp. Hi−1(ηS ,Q), its image in Hi−1(U) resp. Hi−1(U)
may be represented by γ ∈ Ztopi−1(U,Q) suh that γ×X×m intersets
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properly all ZU ∩ {S × X × ∂I,ℓf,Rm}. (See §8.2 for a denition of
∂I,ℓf,R
m
.) Finally, we take lasses ∈ V to be represented by test forms
ω ∈ Zd(X,F d−p+iΩ2d−2p+m+iX∞ ).
Writing πX : X × S → X , πU : X × U → U , dene
TZ(γ) := πX((γ ×X) ∩ TZ) ∈ Ztop2d−2p+m+i(X,Q),
RZ(γ) := πX∗(δγ×X · RZ) ∈ D2p−m−i(X)
(i.e. (RZ(γ))(ω) :=
∫
γ×X
π
∗
Xω ∧RZ dened by appropriate limǫ→0
∫
's),
and
ΩZ(ω) := πU∗(π
∗
Xω ∧ ΩZ) ∈ Γd−l.(U,Di,0U ) = Ωi(U).
Note TZ(γ)
hom≡ 0 sine Z ∈ Li =⇒ [Z]i−1 = 0. The following result
says how to ompute (7.1),(7.2),(7.3).
Theorem 7.1. (i) Given 〈Z〉 ∈ LiCHp(XK , m), [ω] ∈ V , cli 〈Z〉 [ω] is
omputed by (2πi)p−mΩZ(ω) ∈ Ωi(U).
(ii) Given 〈Z〉 ∈ {ker(cli) ⊆ LiCHp(XK , m)} resp. LiCHp(XK , m),
[γ] ∈ Hi−1(ηS ,Q) resp. Hi−1(ηS ,Q), AJi−1 〈Z〉 [γ] is omputed by
(2πi)p−mRZ(γ) + (2πi)
pδ∂−1TZ(γ) =: (2πi)
p−mRZ(γ)
′ ∈ D2p−m−i(X),
viewed as a funtional on V .
Proof. In the omplete spread ase (7.1), the Theorem essentially fol-
lows from writing AJi−1 as the omposition of AJi−1 with a projetion
and using the end of §5.1. For the projetion, start with
Ext1
MHS
(
Q(−p), H i−1(ηS)⊗ H
2p−m−i(X)
F p−i+1h H
2p−m−i(X)
)
∼=
H i−1(ηS ,C)⊗ H2p−m−i(X,C)F p−i+1h H2p−m−i(X,C)
F p{num}+H i−1(ηS ,Q)⊗ H2p−m−i(X,Q(p))F p−i+1h H2p−m−i(X,Q(p))
.
Sine F p−i+1h H
2p−m−i(X,C) ⊆ F p−i+1H2p−m−i(X,C), and
F p
(
H i−1(ηS ,C)⊗ H2p−m−i(X,C)F p−i+1H2p−m−i(X,C)
)
= 0, this projets to
H i−1(ηS ,C)⊗ H2p−m−i(X,C)F p−i+1H2p−m−i(X,C)
im
{
H i−1(ηS ,Q)⊗ H2p−m−i(X,Q(p))F p−i+1h
} ∼= H i−1(ηS ,Q)⊗ V ∨/Λ
and thus to the r.h.s. of (7.1).
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In the inomplete spread ase (7.3), the result is onsiderably deeper
and involves a study of meromorphi V ∨/Λ-valued dierential hara-
ters (suiently parallel to §§10, 11 of [Ke1℄ that we won't give de-
tails). 
There are three speial ases or extensions. First, there is a version
of (7.1) for indeomposables, namely (for 1 ≤ j ≤ m ≤ i ≤ p)
LiCHpj-ind(XK ,m)
AJi−1,ind
✲ HomQ
(
Hi−1(ηS ,Q),
{F d−p+i+1H2d−2p+m+i(X,C}∨
im{H2d−2p+m+i(X,Q(p))}
)
,
again omputed by (2πi)p−mRZ(γ)
′
(only viewed as a funtional [mod
periods℄ on a smaller spae). For example, for L2CH3
ind
(XK , 1) with X
a 3-fold, the target is Hom
(
H1(ηS),
{Ω3(X)}∨
im{H3(X,Q(3))}
)
.
Seond, there is the heretofore negleted ase m = 0 of algebrai
yles. Although these have omplete spread Z¯, it is not possible in
general to arrange Z¯
hom≡ 0; so this is more like the situation of (7.2),(7.3)
than (7.1). One has a map
{ker(cli) ⊆ LiCHp(XK)} AJi−1✲ HomQ
(
Hi−1(ηS ,Q),
{F d−p+iH2d−2p+i(X,C)}∨
Λ
)
,
with AJi−1 〈Z〉 [γ] omputed by (2πi)p
∫
∂−1Z(γ)
( · ) sine RZ = 0 and
TZ = Z. (Here Z(γ) := πX{Z ∩ (γ ×X)}.)
Finally, there is the ase of X = SpeK, a point. In order for V to
be C and not {0}, we must have 2d − 2p + m + i = 0 (with d = 0),
hene i = 2p − m. Moreover, d − p + i ≤ 0 (again with d = 0) =⇒
p ≤ m. (7.2) maps Gr2p−mL CHp(SpeK,m) to (dropping the weight)
F 2p−mH2p−m(ηS ,C), and is given by Z( 7→ Z) 7→ ΩZ. This is zero if
trdeg(K/k) = 2p−m− 1, in whih ase (7.3) redues to
Gr2p−mL CH
p(SpeK,m)→ HomQ (H2p−m−1(ηS ,Q),C/Q(p)) ∼= Jp,m(ηS),
represented by (2πi)p−mR′Z (a d-losed (2p − m − 1)-urrent on some
U ⊂ S). This is just the [KLM℄ formula for AJ on ηS .
8. Abel-Jaobi for motivi ohomology of
relative and singular varieties
In this setion we essentially reverse the Gysin spetral sequenes of
§§3, 5. This allows us to study, for example, AJ maps onH2p−nM (Y ,Q(p))
rather than H2p−n+2M,Y (X ,Q(p+1)) ∼= CHp(Y , n) when Y ⊂ X is a om-
plete NCD. This is tehnially more involved, sine pulling bak (yles,
urrents) is onsiderably harder than pushing forward. The reward is
in the arithmetially fasinating examples of §8.4, as well as [DK℄ and
other forthoming papers.
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8.1. Currents with pullbak. We follow [Ki, se. 4℄ for the rst part
of this subsetion.
Let X be a smooth projetive analyti variety over C. Reall that
a urrent T ∈ DrX(U) on an open subset of X is a ontinuous linear
funtional on C∞ forms ompatly supported on U .
Denition 8.1. Normal urrents on open U ⊂ X are dened by
N rX(U) :=
T ∈ DrX(U)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T, dT admit extensions to
ontinuous linear funtionals on
continuous forms ompatly supported on U
 ;
N rX is their sheaation.
Now let V ⊂ X be a smooth losed subvariety of odimension q, and
set
Ψ := harateristi funtion of X \ V.
Call T ∈ N rX(U) of V -residue type if T = ΨT , and V -transversal if
also dT = ΨdT . We rst treat the ase of q = 1:
Denition 8.2. Assuming V ∩ U ⊂ U dened by z = 0,
N rX{V }(U) :=
T ∈ N rX(U)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
T is V -transversal, and ∃
S,S ∈ N r+1X (U) of V -residue type
suh that T ∧ dz = zS, dT ∧ dz = zS

are the normal urrents of V -intersetion type on U , whose sheaa-
tion yields N rX{V }.
Intuitively, we require the singularities of our urrents to properly
interset V .
Remark 8.3. Note that S, S are unique if they exist; we think of S
as T ∧ dz
z
. By denition S operates on ontinuous forms; hene T
operates on ontinuous log(V ) forms, a fortiori on C∞ log(V ) forms.
The map
ι
∗
V : N rX{V } → N rV
is given by sending T 7→ (1−Ψ)dS =: ι∗V (T ). One may think of ι∗V (T ) as
ResV (T ∧ dzz ); showing this is indeed (the push-forward of) a urrent
on V uses normality of T .
Next, for arbitrary odimension q, let σ : X˜ → X be the blowup
along V , with σ−1(V ) =: V˜ and σ−1(U) =: U˜ . (Note that the pullbak
of urrents is dened along the projetive-bundle projetion σ|V˜ .)
Denition 8.4. More generally, N rX{V }(U) :=
σ∗
{
T˜ ∈ N r
X˜
{V˜ }(U˜) ∣∣ι∗
V˜
(T ) = (σ|V˜ )
∗
τ for some τ ∈ N rV (U ∩ V )
}
.
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Finally, we onsider the ase where V =
⋃N
i=1 Vi is a normal rossing
divisor (NCD) on X . (Here we depart from [Ki℄.) Writing I, J,K ⊆
{1, . . . , N} for multi-indies, eah VI :=
⋃
i∈I Vi must be smooth of
odimension |I|. Note that if T is Vi-transversal (∀i), then T is VI-
transversal (∀I).
Take U ⊂ X suiently small that
(a) ∃ K = {k1, . . . , km}, m ≤ d := dim(X), suh that only Vk1, . . . , Vkm
interset U ; and
(b) ∃ analyti hart {zk1 , . . . , zkm;w} on U suh that U ∋ {0}, U∩Vk =
{zk = 0} and U ∩ V = {zk1 · · · zkm = 0}.
We write loally dzI :=
∧
i∈I∩K dzi, zI :=
∏
i∈I∩K zi.
Denition 8.5. For V =NCD, T ∈ N rX{V }(U) ⇐⇒ the following
hold:
(a) T ∈ N rX(U) is Vj-transversal (∀j)
(b) ∀I, ∃ SI ,SI ∈ N r+|I|X (U)
(i) satisfying T ∧ dzI = zISI , dT ∧ dzI = zISI ; and
(ii) of Vj-residue type ∀j ∈ I,
(iii) Vj-transversal ∀j /∈ I,
(iv) VJ-transversal ∀J with |J | > 1.
Remark 8.6. Again, if suh SI , SI exist then they are unique; the
sheavesN rX{V } are alled (one more) normal urrents of V -intersetion
type.
To desribe the pullbaks, write X = V∅, and put
V I := VI
⋂
∪j /∈IVj ⊆ VI
(e.g., V ∅ = V itself). ThenN rVI{V I} has pullbak maps to anyN rVJ{V J}
for J ⊇ I, and pullbaks ommute. More preisely, the assignment
T 7→ (1 − Ψj)dSj =: ι∗Vj (T ) generalizes for J = {j1, . . . , jℓ} to ι
∗
VJ
:
N rX{V } → N rVJ{V J} by taking ι
∗
VJ
:= ι
∗
VJ
◦ ι∗VJ\{jℓ} ◦ · · · ◦ ι
∗
V{j1,j2}
◦ ι∗Vj1 .
That this is independent of the ordering of the elements of J follows
from the existene of the SJ ′ for all J
′ ⊆ J .
Here is the Poinaré lemma for intersetion urrents.
Lemma 8.7. The inlusions
Ω•X ⊂ Ω•X∞ ⊂ N •X{V } ⊂ N •X ⊂ D•X
are F •-ltered quasi-isomorphisms in the ases onsidered above (Def.
8.2, 8.4, 8.5).
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The main idea here is to show that King's Cauhy slie-kernels
Ki (whih furnish the oboundary between ∩-urrents and holomor-
phi forms) preserve F pN •X{V } at the stalk level. Roughly speak-
ing, given S, S for T , one must produe normal urrents S ′, S′ for
Ki(uto funtion ·T ). For the non-NCD ases, this is done in [Ki℄; for
V =NCD the formulas for S ′, S′ are more ompliated (we don't give
them here), but the other details of the proof are the same.
Now assume V ⊂ X is a NCD (with both X and V omplete), and
write Crtop{V }(X) for real-odimension-r C∞-hains properly interset-
ing all the VI . Set
C•D(X,Q(p))V := Cone
{
C•top{V }(X,Q(p))
⊕F pN •X{V }(X) −→ N
•
X{V }(X)
}
[−1].
It is an obvious orollary of Lemma 8.7 that this omputes Deligne
ohomology of X ; that is,
C•D(X,Q(p))V ⊂
≃
✲ C•D(X,Q(p)).
Now dene a double omplex K
•,•
V (p) by
K
ℓ,m
V (p) := ⊕|I|=ℓC2p+mD (VI ,Q(p))V I
with dierentials D : Kℓ,mV (p)→ Kℓ,m+1V (p) (Deligne homology dieren-
tial) and
(8.1)
∑
|I|=ℓ
∑
i/∈I
(−1)<i>I (ιVI∪i⊂VI )
∗
= I : Kℓ,mV (p)→ Kℓ+1,mV (p),
where < i >I means the position in whih i appears in {1, . . . , N} \
I. Write s• for assoiated simple (total) omplex, and D for total
dierential.
Proposition 8.8. Cohomology of
C2p+•D (V,Q(p)) := s
•(K•≥1,•V (p))[1]
resp. C2p+•D ((X, V ),Q(p)) := s
•(K•≥0,•V (p))
omputes Deligne ohomology of V resp. (X, V ).
Remark 8.9. We emphasize the distintion (quite signiant for singu-
lar V ) between Deligne ohomologyH∗D(V,Q(p)) of V , andH
∗
D,V (X,Q(p))
 whih is Deligne homology of V .
Noting that K
0,•
V (p) = C
2p+•
D (X,Q(p))V , we see that
C
2p+•
D ((X,V ),Q(p))
∼=
✲ Cone
{
C
2p+•
D (X,Q(p))V → C2p+•D (V,Q(p))
}
[−1];
this gives rise to a long-exat sequene
(8.2)
→ Hq−1D (V,Q(p))→ HqD((X,V ),Q(p))→ HqD(X,Q(p))→ HqD(V,Q(p))→ .
For Y := X, V, or (X, V ) one has as usual HqD(Y,Q(p)) ∼= HqH(Y,Q(p))
whenever W2pH
q(Y,Q) = Hq(Y,Q), and this is the ase here when
q ≤ 2p.
8.2. Higher Chow hains with pullbak. Let X be a nonsingular
projetive algebrai variety over a eld K, with Q ⊆ K ⊆ C. For
tehnial reasons, we assume K has a nitely generated eld extension
L ⊆ C invariant under omplex onjugation.
Given I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, f : I → {0,∞}, j ∈ Iˆ ∪ {0} (where Iˆ :=
{1, . . . , n} \ I), dene subsets
∂If
n := ∩ℓ∈I{zℓ = f(ℓ)},
∂I,jf,R
n :=

[∩ℓ∈{1,...,j}∩IˆTzℓ ] ∩ ∂Ifn if j ≥ 1
∂If
n
if j = 0
of 
n
. Write ιIf : 
n−|I| ⊂ ✲ 
n
, πI : 
n ✲✲ 
n−|I|
for the obvious
inlusions and projetions.
Denition 8.10. ZpR(X, n) is the free abelian group (⊗Q) generated by
irreduible Z ∈ Zp((X ×n)K) with ZC meeting all XC× ∂I,jf,Rn prop-
erly as real analyti varieties, modulo degenerate yles. Write ∂IfZ :=
(ιIf)
∗
Z ∈ ZpR(X, n− |I|), ∂BZ :=
∑n
j=1(−1)j(∂jo − ∂j∞)Z ∈ ZpR(X, n− 1).
Remark 8.11. Reall Z ∈ Zp(X, n) if the intersetions Z ∩ (X × ∂Ifn)
are proper. The following desription is useful for heking whether
a higher Chow hain is in good real position: given irreduible Z ∈
Zp(X, n), Z belongs to ZpR(X, n) i (i) ZC intersets all XC × (Tz1 ∩
· · · ∩ Tzj ) properly /R and (ii) eah ∂IfZC has the same property (in
X ×n−|I|).
We desribe V -intersetion hains rst in the ase where V ⊂ X is
a nonsingular K-subvariety of odimension q.
Denition 8.12. ZpR(X, n)V has generators as in Def. 8.10, with the
additional requirement that ZC properly interset all V × ∂I,jf,Rn prop-
erly /R. (For Zp(X, n)V we just demand proper intersetions with
V × ∂Ifn in addition to X × ∂Ifn.)
Remark 8.13. One an also dene the normalized subomplex Cp(X, •)V ⊂
Zp(X, •)V onsisting of yles with all faet intersetions zero exept
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for that with X × ∂n0n; this subomplex is well-known to be quasi-
isomorphi. It is onvenient to write ∂−n :=
(∪n−1i=1 ∂i0n)⋃ (∪ni=1∂i∞n) .
Put CpR(X, n)V := C
p(X, n) ∩ ZpR(X, n)V .
Lemma 8.14. (Moving Lemma I) The inlusions
ZpR(X, •)V 
 //
 _

Zp(X, •)V _

ZpR(X, •) 
 // Zp(X, •)
are all quasi-isomorphisms.
For the right vertial arrow, this is due to [Lv1, Cor 3.2℄.
9
It will
therefore sue to examine the top horizontal inlusion, whih we do
in an appendix at the end of the subsetion. Easy homologial algebra
shows one an tak a subsript R onto the moving lemmas of Bloh
[Bl1℄ and Levine:
Corollary 8.15. We have
Zp(X,•)
ZpR(X,•)
≃ 0, ZpR(X, •)V ⊂
≃
✲ ZpR(X, •) and
ZpR(X,•)
Zp−qR (D,•)
≃
✲ ZpR(X \ D, •) (for D ⊂ X a losed subvariety of pure
odimension q).
The old moving lemmas an also be (with some more algebra) om-
bined in the following way, whih we will require for an appliation:
Lemma 8.16. (Moving Lemma II) Given D ⊂ X a NCD,
Zp(X, •)V
Zp−1(D, •)V ∩D
≃
✲ Zp(X \D, •)V \V ∩D
provided V ∩D is proper and avoids the odimension-2 skeleton of D.
(One may also replae Z by ZR here.)
Next we want to augment V to a olletion S := {S1, . . . , Sn} of
losed (possibly singular) subvarieties of X . By imposing the require-
ments of Def. 8.12 for eah Si one obtains Z
p
(R)(X, •)S . All the moving
lemmas still hold with S replaing V .
Given V ⊂ X a NCD, write VI for the olletion of all VJ with J ) I
(see §8.1). We take Zℓ,mV (p) := ⊕|I|=ℓZp(VI ,−m)VI with dierentials
∂B : Z
ℓ,m
V (p) → Zℓ,m+1V (p) and I : Zℓ,mV (p) → Zℓ+1,mV (p) (essentially
idential to (8.1) above), and total dierential D. Sine there is already
a notion of Zp(V,−•) (omputing K ′-theory), we set
Z˜p((X, V ),−•) := s•(Z•≥0,•V (p)) , Z˜p(V,−•) := s•(Z•≥1,•V (p))[1].
9
[Lv1℄ proves this for the normalized omplexes; use Rem. 8.13 to transfer the
result.
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These have respetive (−n)th ohomologies
H2p−nM ((X, V ),Q(p)) =: C˜H
p
((X, V ), n)
and
H2p−nM (V,Q(p)) =: C˜H
p
(V, n)
(6= CHp(V, n) in general). One also denes Zℓ,mV,R(p) and Z˜pR's in the
obvious way, with the same ohomologies (by Moving Lemma I). Com-
ments about ones as in §8.1 yield a version of (8.2) with M re-
plaing D. Note that negative n produes nontrivial C˜H groups in
both ases: e.g. for N > m, C˜H
p (
(X ×N , X × ∂N ), −m) ∼=
CHp (X,N −m) ∼= C˜Hp (X × ∂N+1,−m) .
Finally, the following notion of relative yles is onvenient:
RZp(X, V ) := ker(I) ⊆ {Z0,0V (p) = Zp(X)V∅} .
We also dene
RZp(V ) := ker(I) ⊆ {Z1,0V (p) = ⊕Ni=1Zp(Vi)Vi} .
Obviously X , V need not be omplete, and V need not have normal
rossings (or live in some X) for these to be dened.
Appendix: proof of Moving Lemma I. In the following proof,
we will abuse notation by writing Zp(X)V for Z
p(X)V∅, i.e. using a
NCD to denote the olletion of its own faes; the same goes for real
analyti NCD's. So as a subsript, 
n
R will mean the set of all ∂
I,j
f,R
n
(inluding |I|, j = 0), ∂n the olletion of ∂Ifn (|I| ≥ 1), and so on.
We write (·)X for X × (·).
In the square of inlusions
CpR(X, •)V 

I
//
 _
J

ZpR(X, •)V _
J ′

Cp(X, •)  
I′
// Zp(X, •),
it is well-known that I ′ is a quasi-isomorphism. We will show here that
(a) J is a quasi-isomorphism and (b) I is a quasi-surjetion10 (in fat,
it is a ≃). It follows that J ′ is a quasi-isomorphism; applying this to
ZpR(X, •)V 
 //
 t
&&NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
ZpR(X, •)
kK
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
Zp(X, •)
10
For α ∈ ZpR(X,n)V, ∂B-l., ∃ β ∈ ZpR(X,n + 1)V and γ ∈ CpR(X,n)V, ∂B-l. s.t.
α = ∂Bβ + I(γ).
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for V = V, ∅ shows ZpR(X, •)V
≃
✲ ZpR(X, •) as required.
(a) We must show
RZp (nX , ∂
n
X)n
V
∪n
R,X
∂n+10

RZp
`

n+1
X , ∂
−
n+1
X
´
n
V
∪n
R,X
ff J✲ RZp (nX , ∂nX)
∂n+10
n
RZp
`

n+1
X , ∂
−
n+1
X
´
∂n+10 
n+1
X
o
is an isomorphism. This makes heavy use of [Lv1℄. Set
I := {(I, f) | I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, f : I → {0,∞}} ,
and note |I| = 3n; [Lv1℄ onstruts a sheme via iterated doubles, whih
as a topologial spae is
T n := I×nX
/〈
(I, f, x) ∼ (I ′, f ′, x′) if
I ⊂ I ′, f = f ′|I , x = x′ ∈ ∂I
′\I
f ′

n
X
〉
.
The preimage of a subvariety (or real analyti subspae) W ⊂ nX
under the obvious projetion T n ✲✲ nX , is denoted T n(W ). We
may ombine the inlusions If : 
n
X
⊂ ✲ T n into
∗ :=
∑
I,f
(−1)|I|(If)
∗
: Zp(T n)→ Zp(nX).
Given ξ ∈ RZp(nX , ∂nX), Levine's argument in [Lv1, Thm. 2.3-
4℄ (viewed through the lens of yles, and his 2.7, 3.1) implies ∃ of
α ∈ RZp(n+1X , ∂−n+1X )∂n+10 n+1X , f : T
n ⊂ ✲ H = homogeneous spae
forGLn(K), and η ∈ Zp(H)f(T n) suh that the following holds. Writing
f ♯ for the omposition
Zp(H)f(T n)
f∗
✲ RZp(T n) ∗✲ RZp(nX , ∂nX),
f ♯η = ξ+∂n+10 α. Moreover, if g ∈ GLn(K) has g∗η ∈ Zp(H)f(T n), then
f ♯g∗η = ξ + ∂n+10 α
′
.
Our point is that by extending salars to some L ⊃ K, we an hoose
g(∈ GLm(L)) so that g∗η ∈ Zp(HL)f(T n)L∪f(T n(nV ))L∪f(T n(nR,X)), whih
implies f ♯g∗η ∈ RZp(nXL, ∂nXL)nVL∪nR,X . Namely, hoose L suh
that [L : L ∩ R] = 2, and realify the entire situation, replaing all
L-varieties by underlying L ∩ R-varieties of twie the dimension and
GLm(L) by its isomorphi opy in GL2m(L ∩ R). (The realiation of
HL is a homogeneous spae for this isomorphi opy, not for GL2m(L∩
R).) Then the f(T n(nR,X)) are now algebrai (our L ∩ R) and we
may apply Kleiman transversality (as quoted in [Lv1℄) to obtain g as
desribed.
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In fat, if [L : K] <∞ then one an hoose g suh that
σ
∗
(g
∗
η) = (σ
∗
g)
∗
η ∈ Zp(HL)f(T n)L∪f(T n(nV ))L∪f(T n(nR,X))
∀σ ∈ Gal(L/K), so that
Norm(f ♯g
∗
η) :=
1
[L : K]
∑
σ
f ♯(σ
∗
(g
∗
η)) ∈ RZp (nX , ∂nX)nV ∪nR,X ,
ompleting the argument for surjetivity of J in that ase. If L/K
is merely nitely generated, then we an ombine the norm argument
with speialization of transendentals.
For injetivity, given Ξ ∈ RZp(nX , ∂nX)nV ∪nR,X suh that ∃ α ∈
RZp(n+1X , ∂
−

n+1
X )∂n+10 
n+1
X
with Ξ = ∂n+10 α, we onstrut
β ∈ RZp(n+1X , ∂−n+1X )nV ∪nR,X with ∂n+10 β = Ξ. Write

n+1
X \ |Ξ| × =: ◦n+1X , ◦∂n+1X := ∂n+1X ∩ ◦n+1X ,
◦T n+1 := T n+1 \ T n+1(|Ξ| ×),
et.
The argument in the proof of [Lv1, Thm. 2.7℄ implies ∃ of f :
◦T n+1 ⊂ ✲ H [=homogeneous spae forGLm(K)℄ and η ∈ Zp(H)f(◦T n+1),
suh that if f ♯ denotes the omposition
Zp(H)f(◦T n+1)
f∗ // RZp(◦T n+1) 
∗
// RZp(◦n+1X ,
◦∂n+1X )
Zariski losure
+ add degenerate
yle 
RZp(n+1X , ∂
−

n+1
X ),
then ∂n+10 (f
♯η) = Ξ. Moreover, ∂n+10 ◦ f ♯ of any g∗-translate of η also
maps to Ξ.
Make an extension to L as before, hoose a translate of η [with all
Gal(L/K)-onjugates℄ properly interseting f(◦T n+1(n+1V )) /L and
(in the realiation) f(T n+1(n+1R,X )), apply f ♯ and take norm; this
yields β as desired.
(b) We rst reall some denitions:
dp(X, n) :=
n∑
i=1
im
{
π
∗
i : Z
p(n−1X )∂n−1X
→ Zp(nX)∂nX
}
dpR(X, n) := d
p(X, n) ∩ Zp(nX)nR,X =
n∑
i=1
π
∗
i
(
Zp(n−1X )n−1R,X
)
Zp(X, n) =
Zp(nX)∂nX
dp(X, n)
, ZpR(X, n) =
Zp(nX)nR,X
dpR(X, n)
.
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Now given
11 Z ∈ ZpR(X, n) with ∂BZ = 0, let Z˜1 ∈ Zp(nX)nR,X be a
representative, and dene indutively
Z˜i+1 := Z˜i − π∗i ∂i∞Z˜i for i = 1, . . . n.
This produes a repesentative Z := Z˜n+1 ∈ RZp(nX , ∂∞nX)nR,X ⊂
Zp(nX)nR,X , where ∂∞
n
X := ∪nj=1∂j∞nX .
Consider the projetions

n
X (x; z1, . . . , zi−1, zi, zi+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)

n+1
X
πi+2
OO
π{i,i+1}

(x; z1, . . . , zi−1, zi, zi+1, z
′
i+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)
_
OO
_


n−1
X
(x; z1, . . . , zi−1, z
′
i+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)
and set Yi := {(1 − zi)(1 − zi+1) = (1 − z′i+1)} ∈ Z1(n+1X ). Sending
W 7→ (πi+2)∗
(
Yi · π∗{i,i+1}(∂i0W)
)
yields a map
Mi ∈ End
(
RZp
(

n
X , ∪i−1j=1∂j0nX
⋃
∂∞
n
X
)
nR,X
)
.
(It is easy to hek that real good position is preserved. For example,
to show dimR(Tz1 ∩ · · · ∩ Tzj ∩Mi(W)) ≤ 2(dim(X) + n− p)− j , one
uses the fats that zi, zi+1 ∈ R− =⇒ z′i+1 = 1−(1−zi)(1−zi+1) ∈ R−,
and that ∂i0W is in good real position if W is.) Moreover,
∂i0Mi(W) = ∂i0W = ∂i+10 Mi(W)
and so
W −Mi(W) ∈ RZp
(

n
X , ∪ij=1∂j0nX
⋃
∂∞
n
X
)
nR,X
.
We laim there is a yle
Hi(W) ∈ RZp
(

n+1
X , ∪i−1j=1∂j0n+1X
⋃
∂∞
n+1
X
)

n+1
R,X
with
(8.3) ∂BHi(W) = (−1)i+1Mi(W)−Hi(∂BW).
11
We omit the subsript V throughout, but all steps are still valid with this
reinstated.
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Consider more projetions:

n+1
X
(x; z1, . . . , zi−1, zi, zi+1, z
′
i+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)

n+2
X
πi+3
OO
π{i,i+1,i+2}

(x; z1, . . . , zi−1, zi, zi+1, z
′
i+1, z
′′
i+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)
_
OO
_


n−1
X
(x; z1, . . . , zi−1, z
′′
i+1, zi+2, . . . , zn)
and set Yi := {(1 − zi)(1 − zi+1)(1 − z′i+1) = (1 − z′′i+1)} ∈ Z1(n+2X );
then Hi(W) := (πi+3)∗
(
Yi · π∗{i,i+1,i+2}(∂i0W)
)
does the job.
Now using (8.3) with ∂BW = 0, indutively dene Z˜1 := Z and
Z˜i+1 := Z˜i −Mi(Z˜i) = Z˜i ± ∂BHi(Z˜i) for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Clearly Z˜n diers from Z by ∂B of a yle in Z
p(n+1X )n+1R,X
, and be-
longs to RZp(nX , ∂
−

n
X)nR,X ; sine Z˜n is ∂B-losed, it atually lives in
RZp(nX , ∂
n
X)nR,X = ker(∂B) ⊆ CpR(X, n).
8.3. Abel-Jaobi maps. An irreduible Z ∈ ZpR(X, n) produes KLM
urrents RZ, ΩZ, δTZ [KLM, se. 5.4℄. For these to operate on ontin-
uous forms, the integrals desribed there must be bounded, and this in
fat follows from the boundedness against C∞ forms. Sine d of these
urrents is given in terms of R∂BZ, Ω∂BZ, δT∂BZ , it follows that they are
normal.
Let
R
i,j,I,f
Z :=
{
subset of XanC over whih ZC ∩ (XC × ∂I,jf,Rn)
is equidimensional of real dimension i
}
,
and onsider V ⊂ X smooth of odimension 1. To say Z ∈ ZpR(X, n)V ,
is equivalent to stipulating that allR
i,j,I,f
Z properly interset V . Roughly
speaking, this ensures that RZ, ΩZ, δTZ have their most serious kinds
of singularities or disontinuities (deltas, log-branh jumps) transversely
to V . More preisely, the restrition of the KLM formula
Z 7→ (−2πi)p+• ((2πi)−•TZ, ΩZ, RZ) [KLM, se. 5.5℄ to V -intersetion
higher Chow hains, produes a map of omplexes
ZpR(X,−•)V
fAJ
✲ C2p+•D (X,Q(p))V
ommuting with the pullbak. This extends automatially to codimX(V ) >
1 sine the pullbak of Z ∈ ZpR(X, n)V under V -blowup σ : X˜ → X
belongs to ZpR(X˜, n)V˜ .
The upshot of all this is the following
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Proposition 8.17. Let V ⊂ X be a NCD with smooth omponents;
assume X, V omplete. The KLM formula indues a map of double
omplexes
Zℓ,mV,R(p)
fAJ
✲ K
ℓ,m
V (p),
hene maps of total omplexes
Z˜pR((X, V ),−•)→ C2p+•D ((X, V ),Q(p)) , Z˜pR(V,−•)→ C2p+•D (V,Q(p))
omputing AJ on motivi ohomology.
This yields a map of long-exat sequenes
// C˜H
p
((X,V ), n) //
AJ

CHp(X,n) //
AJ

C˜H
p
(V, n)
n→n−1 //
AJ

// H
2p−n
D ((X,V ),Q(p))
// H
2p−n
D (X,Q(p))
// H
2p−n
D (V,Q(p))
//
Muh of the foregoing onstrution extends to more general singu-
lar or relative varieties (over our eld K ⊆ C). Levine [Lv2, se.
IV.3℄ desribes a proedure (partly due to Hanamura) for assoiating
to any redued nite-type K-sheme V a ohomologial motive ZV in
Dbmot(SmK).
12
This is a diagram of motives of smooth quasi-projetive
varieties (arrows opposite to the atual morphisms), obtained via u-
bial hyperresolutions; it an be used to produe Z˜p(R)(V, •) omputing
H∗M(V,Q(p)) (V=NCD as done above is essentially a speial ase).
What we have done for HD (and A˜J) will also extend in a straight-
forward way under the following onditions. For eah Vα ourring in
the hyperresolution, (a) Vα is omplete and (b) the irreduible om-
ponents of images of morphisms (in the hyperresolution) into Vα are
locally omponents of [oskeletons of℄ a NCD. Here are the two simplest
examples that go beyond V =NCD; another is given in §8.4.
Example 8.18. V a degenerate ellipti urve of Kodaira type I1, i.e.
a rational urve with ordinary double point p. In Dbmot(SmK),
ZV ∼= Cone{ZP1
ι
∗
0−ι
∗
∞−→ Z{p}}[−1].
For us,
Z˜pR(V,−•) := Cone{ZpR(P1,−•){0,∞}
ι
∗
0−ι
∗
∞−→ ZpR({p},−•)}[−1]
12
triangulated motivi ategory, dened in [Lv2, I.2.1.4℄.
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omputes H2p+∗M (V,Q(p)). If V is embedded in some smooth projetive
X , then motivi ohomology of (X, V ) is omputed by
Z˜pR((X, V ),−•) := Cone{ZpR(X,−•){V,p} → Z˜pR(V,−•)}[−1].
Example 8.19. V a K3 surfae with rational singularity at p. There
exists a minimal (repant) resolution b : V˜ → V , with b−1(p) =: D an
A-D-E urve [BHPV, se. III.2℄, hene a NCD. The weak 2-resolution
D
  ιD //
b|D

V˜
b

p 
 ιp // V
produes an isomorphism ZV ∼= Cone{ZV˜ ⊕ Z{p} → ZD}[−1] in
Dbmot(SmK), and
Z˜
p
R(V,−•) := Cone
{
Z
p
R(V˜ ,−•)D∅ ⊕ ZpR({p},−•)
ι∗D−(b|D)
∗
✲ Z˜
p
R(D,−•)
}
[−1]
omputes HM of V .
In both examples, ohains for HD are onstruted similarly, and A˜J
goes through.
8.4. Regulator period omputations on singular varieties. We
start by setting up a pairing between homology and ohomology of
(X, V ) (a similar proedure works for V ). Consider the double om-
plexes Dℓ,mV (p) := ⊕|I|=ℓN 2p+mVI {V I}(VI) with dierentials d, I and
DVℓ,m(−p) := ⊕|I|=ℓD2d−2p−2ℓ−mVI (VI) with dierentials d, Gy :=
2πi
∑
|I|=ℓ
∑
i∈I(−1)<i>I\i(ιVI⊂VI\i)∗ . The assoiated simple omplexes
(with resp. total dierentials d± I, d±Gy both written D)
C2p+•DR ((X, V ),C) := s
•(D•,•V (p)) , CDR2p+•((X, V ),C) := s•(DV•,•(−p))
will be our (o)hains; write ZDR, Z
DR
for the D-(o)yles. In parti-
ular, put ZDR,∞2p+M ((X, V ),C) :=
ker(D) ∩
{
⊕ℓ
(
⊕|I|=ℓΩ2d−2p−ℓ−MV∞I
〈
log V I
〉
(VI)
)}
⊂ sM(DV•,•(−p))
for D-yles given by C∞ log forms (modulo D-boundary, they all are).
The entrywise pairings
N 2p+ℓ+MVI {V I}(VI)⊗ Ω
2(d−ℓ)−(2p+ℓ+M)
V∞I
〈
log V I
〉
(VI) ✲ C
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(whih exist by Rem. 8.3), summed over the diagonal (in the double
omplex), yield
Z2p+MDR ((X, V ),C)⊗ ZDR,∞2p+M ((X, V ),C) ✲ C,
whih desends to
(8.4) H2p+MDR ((X, V ),C)⊗HDR2p+M((X, V ),C) ✲ C.
Assume heneforth that n ≥ 1, and also that n ≥ p or p > d (=
dim(X)). We desribe in this ase a (bilinear) regulator period map
(8.5) C˜H
p
((X, V ), n)⊗HDR2p−n−1((X, V ),Q) ✲ C/Q(p)
in terms of ξ = {ξI ∈ ZpR(VI , n + ℓ)} ℓ, I
|I| = ℓ
and α = {αI}ℓ,I ∈
ZDR,∞2p−n−1((X, V ),C) representing lasses in the respetive⊗-fators. Sine
n ≥ 1, F pH2p−n((X, V ),C) ∩ H2p−n((X, V ),Q) = 0; sine also n ≥ p
or p > d, H2p−nD ((X, V ),Q(p)) ∼= H
2p−n−1((X,V ),C)
H2p−n−1((X,V ),Q(p)) . So
A˜J(ξ) =
{
(−2πi)p−n−ℓ ((2πi)n+ℓTξI ,ΩξI , RξI)}ℓ,I
an be moved (with only rational ambiguity) by D-oboundary to
R := {(−2πi)p−n−ℓ(0, 0, R′ξI)}ℓ,I ∈ im{Z2p−n−1DR ((X, V ),C)} .
Now (8.5) of ξ ⊗ α is given by (8.4) of R⊗ α, whih is
(−2πi)p−n
∑
ℓ,I
∫
VI
R′ξI ∧ αI .
By taking limits we an replae the log(V I) C∞-forms αI by relative
topologial yles γI ∈ Ztop2p−n−ℓ−1((VI , V I),Q). (Here γ = {γI} gives a
D-yle in CDR2p−n−1((X, V ),C) by taking the assoiated δ-urrents; it is
these δ-urrents whih are limits of {αǫI}'s, and by denition
∫
γ
R :=
limǫ→0
∫
R ∧ αǫ.) In fat, unless p = n and p ≤ d, the ΩξI are all 0. So
the D-oboundary involves only topologial hains, and
(8.6) (−2πi)p−n
∫
γ
Rξ := (−2πi)p−n
∑
ℓ
∑
|I|=ℓ
∫
γI
RξI ∈ C/Q(p)
omputes (8.5). We nd these periods in two examples, in whih V
replaes (X, V ) and p > dim(V ) sues (in lieu of p > dim(X)).
Example 8.20. (C˜H
2
(, 2)[∼= H2M(,Q(2))℄ of a singular urve.)
Let ζ1, ζ2 be roots of unity (other than −1) with ζ1 + ζ2 6= 1. In A2,
let V ◦1 = {x = ζ1}, V ◦2 = {y = ζ2}, V ◦3 = {x+ y = 1}; their losures in
P2 are denoted Vi. Set V = ∪Vi and V ◦ = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V ◦3 ; V is dened
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(and we work) over K = Q(ζ1, ζ2). We rst want to onstrut a higher
Chow oyle
ξ ∈ ker(D) ⊂ Z˜2R(V, 2) = ⊕iZ2R(Vi, 2)Vi
⊕
⊕i<jZ2R(Vij , 3),
and then use (8.6) to pair A˜J(ξ) with the γ = {γI} shown:
V
V
V
V
V2
3
1
12
13
V23
2
13
Denote the graph of (x, y) in Z2R(A
2
K , 2)(V◦)∅ by {x, y}; the Tame sym-
bols of its restritions to the ηVi are torsion (= 0 for us), and its pullbak
ξ◦3 to V
◦
3 is ∂B-losed. The Zariski losures of {x, y}|V ◦3 =: ξ◦i (i = 1, 2)
may be ompleted to ∂B-losed ξi ∈ Z2R(Vi, 2)Vi by adding appropri-
ate α1, α2 supported resp. on {y = 0,∞} ⊂ V1, {x = 0,∞} ⊂ V2. (If
ζi = 1, there is nothing to do.) Hene we have
ξ◦ := (ξ1, ξ2, ξ
◦
3 ; 0, 0, 0) ∈ Z˜2R(V ◦, 2).
Applying Moving Lemma II to ξ◦3 yields a ohain in Z
2
R(V3, 2)V3 with
restrition ξ◦3 + ∂Bβ3 to V
◦
3 ; we may omplete it into a ∂B-oyle ξ3
by adding α3 supported on {(∞,∞)} ∈ V3. Keeping trak of Dβ3 (not
just ∂Bβ3) in this move, yields the desired
ξ := (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ±β3|V13 , ±β3|V23 , 0),
with regulator period
∫
γ
Rξ = {
∑3
i=1
∫
γi
Rξi} ± 12πi{R(β|V13 ) +R(β|V23 )}.
But general priniples (Stokes's theorem for urrents) ensure that Rξ◦
must have (mod Q(2)) the same period, whih is easy to ompute:∫
γ
Rξ◦ =
3∑
i=1
∫
γi
R{x, y}
=
∫ y=ζ2
y=1−ζ1
log ζ1dlogy +
∫ x=1−ζ2
x=ζ1
(−2πi) log ζ2δTx
+
∫ y=1−ζ1
y=ζ2
{log(1− y)dlogy − 2πi log yδT1−y}
= − log ζ1 log(1− ζ1) + 0 + {Li2(ζ2)− Li2(1− ζ1)}
≡ Li2(ζ1) + Li2(ζ2) ∈ C/Q(2).
This really boils down to a (lifted) Borel regulator map omputation for
an element of Kind3 (K), in the sense that one may expliitly onstrut
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ρ so that
H2M(V,Q(2))
ρ
∼=
//
AJ

CH2(K, 3)
AJ

H2D(V,Q(2)) H
1(V,C/Q(2))∼=
oo
∼=
R
γ // C/Q(2)
ommutes.
Example 8.21. (C˜H
3
(, 3) of a singular surfae.)
In (P1)3, let V1 = {x = 1}, V2 = {y = 1}, V3 = {z = 1}, V4 = {z =
(x−1)(y−1)
xy
}, and V := ∪Vi. This is not quite a NCD as V14 and V24 are
reduible. For this reason we write V 4 (= V14∪V24∪V34) =: W = ∪Wj ,
with
W1 = {x = 1, z = 0}, W2 = {y = 1, z = 0}, W3 = {x = 1, y = 0},
W4 = {x = 0, y = 1}, and W5 = {z = 1} ∩ V4.
Let D = D1 ∪ D2 where D1 := {x = 0, z = ∞} ⊂ V4, D2 := {y =
0, z = ∞} ⊂ V4, and set V ◦4 := V4 \D, W ◦j := Wj ∩ V ◦4 , W ◦ = ∪W ◦j .
Finally let C1 = {x = ∞} ∩ V4, C2 = {y = ∞} ∩ V4. We work over
K = Q.
We will ompute the regulator period of ξ ∈ ker(D) ⊂ Z˜3R(V, 3)
over the topologial 2-yle γ = {γI} with γ1 = {1} × [0, 1] × [0, 1],
γ2 = [0, 1] × {1} × [0, 1], γ3 = ({x + y ≥ 1} ⊂ [0, 1]2) × {1}, γ4 =
({x+ y ≥ 1} ⊂ [0, 1]2) ∩ V4.
     
     
     
     




4
W W
W
WW
W
5
4
3
2
1 5
C2
D2
C1
D1
y=1
x=0
x=1
z=0
x=1
y=0
y=1
z=0
x=x=0
y=0
y=
x
y
z
2
1
3
4
To onstrut ξ, the idea is to move and omplete the pullbak of
{x, y, z} ∈ Z3R((Gm)3, 3) to Z˜3R(V ∩ (Gm)3, 3) (whih has trivial Tame
symbols on omponents). Sine {x, y, z} is identially zero on V1, V2,
and V3, we do this onstrution in the subomplex Z˜
3
R((V4,W ),−•) of
Z˜3R(V,−•).
The images of the maps
P1 \ {0} × P1 \ {0, 1,∞} ⊂ ✲ V ◦4 ×3
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(t, u) 7→ (∞, t, 1− t−1; u−1, 1− 1
tu
, 1− u)
7→ (∞, t, 1− t−1; u−1, 1− 1
u
, 1− u)
7→ (t, ∞, 1− t−1; u−1, 1− 1
tu
, 1− u)
7→ (t, ∞, 1− t−1; u−1, 1− 1
u
, 1− u)
yield higher Chow ohains A1, A2 resp. A3, A4 supported on C1 resp.
C2, suh that ξ
◦
4 := {x, y, z}|V ◦4 − A1 + A2 + A3 − A4 is ∂B-losed on
V ◦4 , and
ξ◦rel := (ξ
◦
4 ; 0, . . . , 0) ∈ ker(D) ⊂ Z˜3R((V ◦4 ,W ◦), 3).
That one (if so inlined) an then repeatedly apply the Moving Lemma
II to produe ξrel ∈ ker(D) ⊂ Z˜3R((V4,W ), 3), is a onsequene of ex-
atness of
(8.7)
H3M((V4,W ),Q(3)) ✲ H
3
M((V
◦
4 ,W
◦),Q(3))
Res
✲
{H2M((D2 \D12, D2 ∩W3),Q(3))⊕H2M((D1 \D12, D1 ∩W4),Q(3))}
at the middle term. We ould ompute Res(ξ◦rel), but this is unnees-
sary: middle-exatness of
H1M({1},Q(2))→ H2M((A1Q, {1}), Q(2))→ H2M(A1Q,Q(2))
and vanishing of CH2(A1Q, 2) ∼= KM2 (Q)Q and CH2(Spec(Q), 3), imply
the seond line of (8.7) is zero.
To ompute
∫
γ
Rξ, note that by onstrution it is just
∫
γ4
Rξrel, whih
must be
∫
γ4
Rξ◦rel =
∫
γ4
R{x, y, z} by (repeated) appliation of Stokes.
That is,
∫
γ
Rξ =∫
γ4
{
log(x)dlog(y) ∧ dlog(z) + 2πi log(y)dlog(z)δTx + (2πi)2 log(z)δTx∩Ty
}
.
Writing ∆ := {x+ y ≥ 1} ⊂ [0, 1]2, the latter is simply∫
∆
log(x)dlog(y) ∧ dlog{(x− 1)(y − 1)
xy
}.
sine γ4 ∩ Tx ⊂ W4 (and log(y)dlog(z), log(z)δTy are zero on W4). So
we get ∫
∆
log(x)dlog(y) ∧ dlog{(x− 1)
x
}
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= −
∫ 1
x=0
log(x)
(∫ 1
y=1−x
dlogy
)
[dlog(x− 1)− dlog(x)]
=
∫ 1
x=0
log(x) log(1− x)[dlog(1− x)− dlog(x)]
= −2
∫ 1
u=0
log(u) log(1− u)dlog(u)
= 2
∑
n>0
1
n
∫ 1
0
un−1 log(u)du = 2
∑
n>0
1
n
(
− 1
n2
)
= −2ζ(3)
in C/Q(3).
This an be interpreted as a Borel regulator omputation (forK5(Q)
(3)
Q )
as follows. The element Ξ :=
{
z
z−1
, (x−1)(y−1)
(x−1)(y−1)−xyz
, x
x−1
}
∈
CH3 ((P1)3 \ V, 3) has ResV (Ξ) ∈ CH2(V, 2) with yle-lass in
Hom
MHS
(Q(−3), H4V ((P1)3,Q)) given by ∂TΞ  whih is preisely γ.
Hene integration against γ splits H2(V ), that is, gives a morphism of
MHS H2(V,Q) → Q(0). One may onstrut a ompatible splitting
of motivi ohomology, in the sense that
H3M(V,Q(3))
ρ // //
AJ

CH3(Spec(Q), 5)
AJ

H3D(V,Q(3)) H
2(V,C/Q(3))
∼=oo
R
γ // // C/Q(3)
ommutes. This phenomenon will be treated in a subsequent work.
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